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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the manner in which "traditional ecological knowledge" is 
portrayeci and perceived by natural resource managers and researchers in the Keewatin 
region of Nunavut. The history of colonialism in Canada's Nonh has resulted in a 
power disparity between natural resource management institutions and Inuit 
communities. This power dispanty has meant that the interest and the use of traditional 
ecological knowledge by Western-based management institutions often accentuate and 
perpetuate the subordinate position in which Inuit society has ofien found itself. 

This thesis is based on the concept that the ways in which traditional ecological 
knowledge is perceived and researched by natural resource management infiuence the 
manner in which Inuit communities are perceived by managers, and so can work to 
either perpetuate or to question the unequal historical relationships. This study 
analyzes the written discussions (the definitions) and the research context (the defining 
process) related to traditional ecological knowledge in the Keewatin region of 
Nunavut, using discourse analysis and reflections on my own research expenences and 
explores the implications that these activities have on the Inuit people involved and on 
their relationship with natural resource management. 

The study achieves this by first examining the efforts in the discussion and in 
the research to present traditional ecological knowledge in a manner suitable for 
Westem acceptance, and explores the negative implications that these efforts often 
produce. The study then examines the more recent trends towards an inclusion of Inuit 
perspectives, priorities, and political issues in both the discussion and in the research 
processes, and analyzes the effons towards a redistribution of power between Westem 
and Inuit society in the Nonh. In completing this analysis, the study produces and 
demonstrates the need for increased consciousness within natural resource 
management concerning the implications of an interest in traditional ecological 
knowledge. 
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CHAPTER ONE: 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Over the past twenty-five years, researchers in natural resource management 

have become increasingly interested in the environmental knowledge of Indigenous 

Peoples. This recent attention towards Indigenous environmental knowledge has 

produced definitions and images in the acadernic literature that are constructed by 

mainly non-Indigenous researchers, government personal and resource managers. The 

capacity to create "tmths" and definitions about another group of people is a powerfiil 

position, especially given the history of colonialism and the colonization of Indigenous 

peoples in Canada. The creation of definitions and images about Indigenous 

environmental knowledge by non-Indigenous people can easily distort reality, and can 

perpetuate the historical relationship of dominance, despite the best of intentions. As 

Julie Cruikshank (1 993) says, "the issue for many Indigenous People centres on who 

controls the images, the representations of their lives portrayed both to themselves and 

to the larger world" (p.7). 

In the field of natural resource management, much energy is currently being 

directed towards gathering, compiling, and integrating "traditional ecological 



knowledge"', as it is known, into our work. 1 include myself as a naturai resource 

manager in order to locate myself within this thesis, and to include myselfin the 

analysis. This research and my thinking patterns are derivations of my situation as a 

non-Indigenous young white female from southem Canada. From this situation, I feel 

that it is important that natural resource managers maintain a self-conscious 

understanding of our interest in traditional ecological knowledge (TEK), and that we 

rernain aware of the assumptions upon which our work is based. The position of 

natural resource managers is a powerfûl one, in the sense that we have the 

govement-sanctioned authonty to overlook many environmental issues in Canada. 1 

feel that it is important to be conscious of and responsible for the implications of our 

actions on both the environment and on people. 

Towards this goal of self-awareness in natural resource management, 1 have 

undertaken an analysis of the discourse and the rhetoric used regarding traditional 

ecological knowledge in one particular area of Canada's Nonh, the Keewatin Region 

of Nunavut. 1 have done this analysis in order to examine and discuss some of the 

underlying assumptions and the implications for the Inuit people involved in 

documenting TEK. The creation of images and definitions about TEK in natural 

resource management is relatively new, and is a dynamic process, as managers attempt 

to deal with TEK appropriately. In this creation process, both the discussion and the 

research surrounding traditional ecological knowledge play a part in generating the 

- 

' Also lmm as "traditional environmental howldge', aud somtimes enmmpassed in 'haûitional 
Imowledge". "Mgmous howledge" , or mne specificaiiy 'huit icnowldge" . The terms themselves prs 
conhoversial, as is discussed in Chapter Three. 



representations of TEK and the associated images of the Indigenous people, from 

whom this knowledge originates. Figure 1.1 (below) illustrates this circular concept: 

the way in which traditional ecological knowledge is perceived and discussed by 

natural resource managers affects the way it is researched, and the way in which TEK 

is researched affects the way in which it is discussed and perceived. Accordingly, this 

thesis considers both the discussion (the definitions) and the research (the defining 

process) involved in the perpetual creation, reinforcement, and treatment of a concept 

new to natural resource management. 

The way TEK is 
discussed by namal researehed by nahiral 
resource managers resource managers 

Figure 1.1: The constant cycle of constructing meanings 

1.2 Purpose 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the academic discourse surrounding 

" traditional ecological knowledge" as used in the natural resource management of the 

Keewatin region, Nunavut. 



1.3 Objectives 

1. To record personal experiences while doing collaborative research in the 

Keewatin region 

2. To analyze my experiences and my role as a researcher using self-reflexivity 

and joumalling 

3. To compile a literature review on traditional ecological knowledge in the 

context of natural resource management in the Keewatin region 

4. To analyze the traditional ecological knowledge discourse of natural 

resource managers using discourse analysis and my analysis of my researching 

expenences in the Keewatin region 

5. To discuss the implications of the discourse structure on the Inuit and 

naiural resource management 

1.4 Limitations 

1. My experiences in the Keewatin were limited. 1 was in Wia t  for three 

months in the summer of 1998, and was just begi~ing to get acquainted with the 

community and the culture by the time 1 left. Therefore, my understanding of the 

research process and of the issues surrounding the research in this setting are limited 

to my bief encounter with these topics as 1 expenenced them during this one extended 

visit in Amiat. 

2. My collection of "traditional ecological knowledge" literature is not meant 

to be comprehensive. My purpose is to identiQ the common trends in the Iiterature on 

TEK within the field of naniral resource management. 



3. My analysis of the literature is based on my own limited perceptions. The 

analysis is not meant as the final word on this issue, but as a single comment on the 

discourse. 

1.5 Parameters 

1. The literature is lirnited to those papers that either specifically or generally 

relate to naniral resource management in the Keewatin region of Nunavut. 

2. The literature is also limited to those papers that specifically discuss the 

knowledge of the Inuit of the area, or the use of this knowledge, in the context of 

natural resource management (as defined below). 

1.6 Justifications 

The attention of researchers in the natural resource management field is 

currently turned towards Indigenous peoples and their understandings of the 

environment. Because the majority of the people within the natural resources field are 

non-Indigenous, Some of us are leaming about traditional ecological knowledge and 

another culture, and our attention is thus tumed away fiom ourselves. To avoid 

misusing our authority as natural resource managers, we should maintain a se@ 

consciousness and a responsibility for our actions, our decisions, our motives, and our 

assumptions. By examining the way that we think about, discuss, and research 

traditional ecological knowledge, we can become more aware of the power relations 

that are hidden within Our actions. 



1.7 Definitions 

Natural resource management: 

[Governmental] actions and decision-making process 
which concem the assessment, allocation and utilkation 
of elements of the natural environment by humans 
(Notzke, 1994, p.2). 

Traditional ecological knowledge (TEK): 

The definitions used here are strictly those constmcted by non-Indigenous 

scholars, because it is these constructions that we are discussing. 1 make no attempt to 

give an "improved" definition, or try to speak for an Inuit group. 1 am simply looking 

at the definitions used in the field of natural resource management, two of which are 

written by Johnson (1992) and Berkes (1993): 

Traditional environmental knowledge, or TEK, can 
generally be defined as a body of knowledge built up by 
a group of people through generations of living in close 
contact with nature. It includes a system of 
classification, a set of empincal observations about the 
local environment, and a systern of self-management that 
govems resource use. The quantity and quality of 
traditional environmental knowledge varies among 
community members, depending upon gender, age, 
social status, intellectual capability, and profession 
(hunter, spiritual leader, healer, etc.). With its roots 
firmly in the past, traditional environmental knowledge 
is both cumulative and dynamic, built upon the 
experience of earlier generations and adapting to the 
new technological and socioeconomic changes of the 
present (Johnson 1992, p.4). 

TEK is a cumulative body of knowledge and beliefs, 
handed down through generations by cultural 
transmission, about the relationship of living beings 
(including humans) with one another and with their 
environment. Further, TEK is an attribute of societies 



with histoncal continuity in resource use practices; by 
and large, these are non-industrial or less technologically 
advanced societies, many of them indigenous or tribal 
(Berkes 1993, p.3). 

Discourse: 

The discourse surrounding TEK encompasses the assumptions, the accepted 

definitions, the manner of speaking and thinking about the subject, the capacity of 

different groups to speak in the discussion, and the unconscious limits around what 

should be discussed. In other words: 

A set of assumptions, socially shared and often 
unconscious, reflected in language, that positions people 
who speak within them and frames knowledge (Ristock 
and Pennell, 1996, p. 1 14). 

A discourse is a cornplex structure govemed by a 
system of rules which identifies the things that can be 
talked about, the things that can be said about them, 
which things can be said by which kinds of persons, and 
so on (Hughes and Sharrock, 1997, p.187). 

Discourse Analysis: 

Discourse analysis examines how social structures affect 
communication and how communication affects, in tum, 
the social stmctures. ..It looks at words and how they 
shape or constrain meanings of political events or 
actors. ..It identifies how power, language, and ideology 
are related (Hacker, 1996, p.3 7-8,4 1). 

Discourse analysis examines language and ideologies as 
a way of understanding how meanings are 
produced. .. .allows us to look at how language operates 
to sustain oppressive practices.. . [and how it] structures 
and limits our thought, making some thoughts 
unthinkable (Ristock and PenneIl, 1996, p. 6). 



Reflexivity : 

Reflexivity is the awareness of how we as researchers 
observe and affect actions and discourse; how we 
attnbute meaning and intentions; what understandings 
we are creating; and how we are creating them. 
Reflexivity also means being prepared to adjust our 
research methods to reflect what we leam both from the 
community and from our own reflections (Ristock and 
Pennell, 1996, p. 1 16). 

1.8 Outline o f  the Thesis 

Chapter Two will examine the methods used in this research; Chapter Three 

will describe the literature concerning natural resource management and traditional 

ecological knowledge in the Keewatin; Chapters Four and Five will analyze and 

discuss the implications of the discourse, and Chapter Six will conclude, followed by a 

reference list . 



CaAPTER TWO: 

Methodology and Methods 

This chapter describes the underlying methodology used in this research, and 

then outlines the specific methods of discourse analysis, reflexbity, and collaborative 

research. 

2.1 The recent "turn to Irngurge" in the social sciences 

The research methods used in this thesis have developed as a result of the 

recent challenges to some of the philosophical foundations on which the social 

sciences have traditionally been based. Some of these philosophical foundations were 

borrowed directly from the natural sciences, on the assumption that some concepts 

pertinent to the natural sciences were applicable to any subject matter (Lather, 1986). 

It is for this reason that aspects of the philosophy of natural science is examined here 

first. 

One of the foundations of Western natural science that has been questioned 

recently is the empirical assumption that the world can be known through our senses, 

and cm be thus objectively described (Hughes and Sharrock, 1997). Because of this 

separation between "mind and matter," the world is seen as an independent object, 

removed fiom any theoretical, ideological or emotional biases. Natural science relies 

on a "neutral observational language" to describe the world, after which it uses these 

objective facts to form theories (ibid, p.43). 



From a Western perspective, there is not an objective reality independent of the 

observer in the social world. Social reality is constructed through meanings, and 

cannot be studied independently fiom the subjectivity of the actors (Cameron, Frazer, 

Harvey, Rampton and Richardson, 1993; Gil, 1995; Hughes and Sharrock, 1997; 

Ridington, 1990). Language is not simply a neutral medium with which to view the 

world. It is active in both descnbing and creating social reality, as nothing can be 

conceived of outside of the concepts in language (Hacker, 1996; Hughes and 

Sharrock, 1997; Lorenzo, 1996; Parker, 1992; Spears, 1997). As Benjamin Whorf 

puts it: "Language is not simply a reporting device for experience but a defining 

framework for it" (Whorf in Simmons, 1993, p. 149). Therefore, there cannot be a 

"neutral observational language" in social research because meanings and language 

have a constant interaction in social reality. With the recent acknowledgement of these 

ideas, there has been an increasing interest in language in social studies. As in the 

ancient study of rhetoric, scholars have begun to examine the structure of arguments in 

order to undercover the strategies used to achieve certain effects, and to constmct 

dKerent ways of interpreting the world (Eagleton, 1983; Lorenzo, 1996; Valverde, 

1991). 

This recent linyistic interest in the social sciences, or the "tum to language," 

as it is known, has occurred within the framework of ferninist and post-stnicturalist2 

thinking. Femhists have been aware of the power of language on social reality for 

quite some time. Researchers over the last twenty years have revealed how power 

relations have been maintained through language, seen in the "male as nom" exarnple 

' Post-struciurcilism is a philosophical mvement intemted in deco11~tntciing accepted tenets of 
Western society by illustrating how their interna1 logic is inconsistent 



(Gill, 1995). Ln this exarnple, the use of the terms "man", "mankind" and "he" as 

synonyms for human results in the premise that the standard or normal human being is 

male, and people who are outside this category (i.e., fernales) are deviations fiom the 

nom. As Pat Maguire comrnents, "the androcentnc language of.. . society not only 

reflects women's exclusion fiom social power, it has helped constmct that exclusion" 

(1987, p.93). Language can both create and reinforce power relations. 

Post-structuralkt thinkers have more recently become interested in language. 

With Lyotard's backlash against the "grand narratives" of modernity, some scholars 

began to challenge the old and existing "rational" methods of learning about the world. 

They chdenged the "objective representations of reality" that were presented as 

rational tmths, and argued that they were instead subjective, culturally constructed 

entities that are intricately involved with social and political relations (Denzin, 1995; 

Eagleton, 1983; Hughes and Sharrock, 1997; Hutcheon, 1989). 

Michel Foucault, a French philosopher, was one of the main post-stnicturaiist 

figures infiuencing the recent shift towards language. He claims that power is 

increasingly infiltrathg society in recent history, and has changed in form from brute 
. 

force to manipulation (Hughes and Sharrock, 1997; Kritzman, 1988). This 

manipulation involves the use of discourses (cornplex structures with sets of rules 

about what can be talked about, and how it can be talked about.), which serve to 

present objects in a "natural" way, thus manipulating the actions ofmembers of 

society. He cails these discourses "regimes of tmth" (Cameron et al., 1993, p.89), and 

illustrates the ways they control how issues are defined and debates are stnictured, and 

the ways they control agendas and decision-mahg (Hacker, 1996). Instead of 



repressive control, the effect of such discourses is permissive, by amcturing the 

possible field of action of others (Richardson, Sherman and Gismondi, 1993). 

Discourses also create objects out of things that are not really "out there" - reified 

things that are socially constructed categories. These objects are given autonomous 

characteristics (and are therefore pnvileged), and exist independently of humans (Fox 

and Miller, 1994). Foucault argues that critics should analyze these discourses, and 

emphasize the idea that seemingly "normal" and "logical" concepts are arbitrary and 

part of the control mechanisms of our society. The resuit of this type of analysis will 

help us to escape from our unthinking cornpliance with these constructs (Hughes and 

Sharrock, 1997). 

2.1.1 Methods of  discourse analysis 

The work of an intellectual is not to shape others' 
political will; it is, through the analyses that [sheflhe 
carries out in [herahis own field, to question over and 
over again what is postulated as self-evident, to disturb 
people's mental habits, the way they do and thînk things, 
to dissipate what is familiar and accepted, to reexamine 
niles and institutions.. .to participate in the formation of 
a political will (Foucault in Kritzman, 1988, p.24). 

Discourse analysis involves becoming reflexive about the "politics of 

representation" (Hutcheon, 1989). It involves putting things in quotation marks, and 

asking, 'why is this said, and not this?'. Analysts explore the reification of objects in the 

discourse (the creation of something into a noun), the boundaries that the discourse 

sets up, connotations, audience and the speaking rights of various people, binary 

oppositions, metaphor, grammatical choices, the history of the discourse, the 

institutions that are reinforced by it, and the institutions that are subverted by it 



(Fairclough, 1993; Riggins, 1997; Parker, 1992). They examine what is and what is 

not said, what is considered relevant and what is not, and how things are talked about 

and constructed. Most analyas do not follow a strict procedure, but it is beneficial to 

look at the steps that Ian Parker, a leader in the field of discourse analysis, has set out 

(adapted fiom Parker, 1992, p. 17-25): 

Ask what objects are referred to and how they are descnbed 
SpecG what types of person are talked about, and what they can Say in it 
(what speaking rights people have) 
Map a picture of the world this discourse represents 
Set contrasting ways of speaking against each other and look at the 
different objects that they constitute 
IdentiQ points where they overlap, where they constitute the "same" 
objects in different ways 
Look at how and where the discourse emerged 
Describe how it has changed, and how it refers to things that were always 
there to be discovered 
Identifi institutions that are reinforced and are subverted by it 
Look at which categories of person gain and which lose fiom it, and look 
at who would want to promote it, and who would want to dissolve it 

10. Show how the discourie connects with other discourses which sanction 
oppression 

11. Show how the discourse allows dominant groups to tell their narrative 
about the past in order to justi& the present, and prevent those who use 
subjugated discourses from making history 

In the end, discourse analysis is about looking at how social meanings are created, 

how they funher or undermine social domination, and how they might be revised in 

order to advance emanci patory motives (Valverde, 1 99 1). 

2.1.2 Other studies using discourse analysis 

Many fields, hcluding psychology, sociology, Iiterary studies, feminist studies, 

anthropology, history, environmental studies politicai science and geography use 

discourse analysis to explore authoritative texts. Two such studies are surveyed here: 

Charles Zemer's (1996) analysis of two global scientific mission statements on 



biological diversity, and an analysis by Richardson, Sherman, and Gismondi (1993) of 

their expenences at an environmental public heanng. 1 have chosen these two because 

they analyze environmental issues and science in a way similar to my analysis. 

Zerner's (1996) paper, "Telling Stones about biological diversity," examines the 

project mission statements of two global scientific projects - the Systernatics Agenda 

2000: Charting the Biosphere, and a biodiversity conservation project of the World 

Bank's Global Environmental Facility (p.68). He looks at how these statements create 

images of natural environments and their relationships with human communities. The 

metaphors used imply a pristine but endangered environment, and marginalize or 

ignore the local people who belong within the environment. Each staternent uses what 

Zemer calls "narratives" to create images about the role and the nghts of local people 

within the environment. In both examples, these narratives and metaphon serve to 

appropriate and pivilege nature (habitat, biological and genetic resources), justi@ the 

"global we" (p.8 l), and devalue and figuratively remove local people, creating images 

that rationalim these global initiatives and distort historical, cultural, political and 

economic conditions. 

Richardson et al. (1993) present a arong argument for the exclusivity of the 

discourse used in environmental public hearings in Canada. They use Foucault's ideas 

of the governing mechanisrns that discoune employs in order to control social 

behaviour, in the setting of a hearing about a proposed pulp mil1 in norihem Alberta. 

Using transcripts, they analyze the use at the hearings of the authoritative discourses 

of "experts," of "science," of "sustainable development," of "economic development," 

as weil as the discourse of "local knowledge". They anaiyze rhetorical techniques, 



grammatical techniques, and deconstnict binas, opposites and "sacred truths" (p. 17) in 

order to break down the authoritative status that the government and the pulp mil1 

Company have at the hearings, and to understand better how counter-discourses can be 

effective against this authority. 

2.1.3 The suitability of discourse analysis for this research 

Discourse analysis is suitable for this research because natural resource 

managers have the power to create the academic discourse surrounding traditional 

ecological knowledge, and because they are frarning Inuit knowledge in English. Given 

the history of colonialism in the North, political issues cannot be ignored, and the 

power relations surrounding natural resource management and Inuit communities are 

fundamental to a clear understanding of the issues surrounding TEK. 1 use discourse 

analysis to examine the rhetorical and linguistic techniques used to give the traditional 

ecological knowledge discourse authonty and the power to persuade, to stifle, and to 

construct meanings. This fulfils part of my fourth objective: "to analyze the traditional 

ecological knowledge discourse of natural resource managers using discourse analysis 

and my analysis of my researching experiences in the Keewatin region," as well as my 

fifih objective: "to discuss the implications of discourse structure on Inuit and on 

natural resource management." Because of the rnethod's multidisciplinary approach, 

discourse anaiysis is very usefùl when used in contexts which do not usually look at 

things in the same way. It can raise previously unforeseen issues and questions in a 

way that addresses the post-structuralist and feminist emphasis on the linguistic 

construction of meanings. Like literary cnticism, it is one person's inteprercuin of 

another's writing, and must therefore be accepted as such. My analysis does not 



profess to be "more true" than the original literature, but instead is meant to question 

its underlying assumptions, and then to offer alternative possibilities. 

2.2 Renexivity 

Reflexivity is useful for this thesis because it draws me into the analysis, and 

introduces a form of responsibility. It acknowledges the researcher's subjectivity, not 

as a fault, but as a fact, and brings it out for discussion and analysis as an inherent part 

of the research (Demin, 1995). In doing so, it introduces another dimension of 

consciousness into the research process for both the researcher and for the audience. It 

addresses issues concerning the politics of representation and it helps to reveal the 

philosop hical structures behind the research (Myerhoff and Ruby, 1982). Reflexivity 

also allows for alternative Ends of knowledge and voices to be heard. By challenging 

the daim to authority of the researcher and the research, reflexivity raises questions 

about the validity of any single interpretation over another. 

2.2.1 Applications of reflexivity to this thesis 

I use this methodology through the methods of jounalling and standpoint 

reflexivity (locating myself within the research) to show my interpretations of my 

expenence. My analysis encompasses both the written literature and research 

processes, so reflexivity allows me to comment on the relationship of methodology 

with results, or defining process with definitions. 1 also use it to acknowledge my 

biases and my political position, thus accepting responsibility for my ideas and my 

critique. Reflexivity helps me to complete both my second objective: "to anaiyze my 

experiences and my role as a researcher using reflexivity and joumalling" and part of 

my fourth: "to analyze the traditional ecologicai knowledge discourse of naturai 



resource managers using discourse analysis and my analysis of my researching 

experiences in the Keewatin region. " 

2.2.2 Other examples of reflexivity in research 

Reflexiviiy, in whatever form, is comrnon in post-stmcturalist work. Archibald 

and Crnkovich (1995), Ward (1996), and Castleden (1992) use it in a way that is 

relevant to this research. Archibald and Crnkovich (1995) use reflexivity to locate 

themselves within their research as white, feminist, middle-class women with high 

levels of education. They then use this information about themselves to critically 

reflect on their roles as researchers who work with Inuit women. They develop what 

they cal1 a "double consciousness" (p. 114), which allows them to look fiom both 

within and outside of themselves in the context of the situation. Ward (1996) and 

Castleden (1992) also use reflexivity to locate themselves within their research with 

Indigenous communities. They use a narrative fonn of description that interlaces more 

"objective" wnting and description with transcribed dialogue and journal excerpts to 

create a multi-voiced and open-ended portraya1 of their experiences. 

2.2.3 Methods of reflexivity 

Joumalling 

Throughout the research, I recorded my expenences and feelings in a journal. 1 

also recorded information about the research as it unfolded, in order to draw parallels 

between the research and rny experiences. This Uiformation is useful because it shows 

my preconceptions and the details of my expenences as a researcher in an Inuit 

comrnunity, and it helps me to develop a consciousness of the situation (Archibald and 

Cmkovich, 1995). 1 use joumalling to fulnl rny first objective, "to record personal 



experiences while doing collaborative research in the Keewatin region," and 1 use the 

information as experiential data in rny analysis of the research process. 

I locate myself within the research by defining my social position and 

discussing my political views, thus making explicit the position from which 1 am 

working. This enables me to reflect critically on my own analysis, and enables the 

audience to interpret the research for themselves (Gill, 1995). It makes me accountable 

for rny opinions, and prevents me fiom taking a position of invisibility and authonty 

when exarnining sorneone else's work. 

2.3 The philosophy OC collaborative methodologies 

1 will bnefly discuss collaborative methodology here because it is the specific 

methodology that 1 chose to use myself in my research experience in the Keewatin, 

and therefore the methodology that is most carefully examined as a knowledge 

creation process. It is this methodology that 1 write about in rnost of the reflexivity 

passages, and rny experiences refer to a collaborative oral history project that I entered 

into with the Arviat Historical Society (an Inuit organization) in the summer of 1998. 

Social science ofien reinforces manipulative discourses, or "regimes oftruth," 

as Foucault calls them, by adhenng to the positivist3 methodology that has been 

dominant in the social sciences in the past. Most research is based on this positivist 

ideology, in which researchers daim authority which they attribute to their specialized 

Positivism is a phüosophy that emerged duiing the 1 8 ~  cenniry in Eumpcan &tory. It assumes that 
valid and useful knowledge can only be denved fkom Iogical deduciion and empirical observation 
(i.e., observations from direct experience) (Huglies and Sharrock, 1997). 



knowledge and "objectivity". These positivist methodologies often help to perpetuate 

discourses that exclude the discourses of the researched, and therefore aid Li what 

Foucault calls the manipulation of society (Cameron et al., 1993). 

Research in the Nonh has traditionally been "on" the Inuit, instead of 'Wh" 

them, and al1 control of the research design has rested with non-Inuit researchers. Inuit 

interests were ofien not considered, and Inuit ways of undentanding were not 

involved in the analysis of the work (Oakes and Riewe, 1996; Simpson, 1998; 

Stevenson, 1997; Ward, 1996). More recently, researchers and communities are 

striving for better and more relevant results through collaborative and participatory 

action research methods (Lapadat and Janzen, 1994; Reason, 1988; Ristock and 

Pennell, 1996; Ryan and Robinson, 1990). These new methods involve a fundamental 

shih of control fiom the researchers to the Indigenous comrnunities, and the 

willingness, as Simpson and Driben (1997) Say, of researchers to move from "expert" 

to "acolyte". 

2.3.1 Colla borative research 

Collaborative research entails CO-operation between the comrnunity and the 

researcher concerning the planning, the execution, and the evaluation of resuits. The 

comrnunity or community organizations should initiate the research, and should 

control its progress, including elements such as the research plan and design, the 

personnel, the role of the researcher, and the interpretation of the research results 

(Ryan and Robinson, 1990; Stevenson, 1997). Research cornmittees can be helpfûl for 

continual communication and support for the research team, which should contain 

local researchers fiom the community. The research will not necessady confonn to 



initial plans; decisions will ofien emerge throughout the process, and the researchen 

must be willing to contribute to its evolution (Simpson and Driben, 1997). Sharing 

power also means that decisions should be made by al1 partners by consensus, a 

process that often takes a good deal of time (Ryan and Robinson, 1990). 

2.3.2 Other examples o f  collrbontive research 

Collaborative research is becoming more and more common in the North, 

partly because of funding replations that require some degree of CO-operation and 

encourage collaboration. Ryan and Robinson (1990) have descnbed their experiences 

in working on the Gwich'in Language and Cultural Project using participatory action 

research. Archibald and Cmkovich (1995) reflect on their expenences in working with 

Pauktuutit and Inuit women from Labrador on community justice research, and 

describe how they held the role of "technical resource person" (p. 117), but had to very 

consciously ensure that they did not inadvertently exploit their relationship with the 

Inuit women. Shannon Ward (1996) has also written a case study on her collaborative 

research in Cape Dorset, as has Don Castleden (1992) on his work in northern 

Manitoba. Both of these studies analyze the research process in a narrative form, thus 

allowing insight into the ofien fragile and contradictory position in which collaborative 

researchers find themselves. 

2.3.3 Collaborative methods in this thesis 

1 used collaborative methods and methodology as part of rny fira objective "to 

record personal experiences while doing collaborative research in the Keewatin 

region." 1 do not use any of the idormation that the research team gathered for the 

oral history project for this thesis, because it is the property of the cornmunity, and not 



mine to represent. Instead, 1 use my experiences from this collaborative research to 

reflexively comment on the structure and the implications of the TEK discourse and 

the associated research processes. 



CfLAPTER THREE: 

The Context of traditional ecological knowledge 

in natural resource management in the Keewatin region 

3.1 Inuit and the Keewatin region, Nunavut 

The Keewatin region of Nunavut is the area on the West shore of Hudson Bay, 

extending from 60 degrees latitude, the southern Nunawt border, north past Baker 

Lake, and fiom the western limit of the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border extension to 

Hudson Bay, including Southampton Island. It includes the cornmunities of 

Whale Cove, Rankin Met, Chesterfield Inlet, Baker Lake, Coral Harbour, and Repulse 

Bay (see figure 3.1). The land is flat to rolling tundra, with many rivers and lakes. The 

area supports animais important to the Inuit such as caribou, geese, arctic fox, seals, 

beluga whales, polar bears, lake trout, and arctic charr (Welland, 1976). 

The Inuit of the Keewatin region consist of five main groups: the Quaimirmiut, 

the Hauniqtuurmiut, the Harvaqtuunniut, the Ahiramiut and the Padlirmiut (Arima, 

1984; Birket-Smith, 1929; Hofian, 1976; Rasmussen, 1 N O ) .  At the end of the 

nineteenth century, European, American, and Canadian traders, whalers, and 

rnissionaries initiated the destructive patterns of colonialism in the Keewatin that 

administrators and educators have continued in recent times (Brody, 1975). Inuit 

culture, language, economy, spirïtuality and self-determination have al1 been attacked 

by various southern institutions such as the goverment, the fur trade industry, the 



Figure 3.1 
A map of the Keewatin region, Nunawt 



anti-tiir trade industry, the church, the education system, the health system, and 

resource developers. Agents of colonialism fiom these institutions have constantly 

attempted to solve the "problems" of the Inuit, thus assuming the paternalistic role 

that has plagued the relationship between the Inuit and the rest of Canada. For 

example, in the late 1950s and early 1960s, the government relocated the Inuit into the 

present communities, where they were forced to abandon their subsistence lifestyie, 

and to participate in wage economies, state-run education and health systems, an 

English-speaking and Westem system of government, and a sedentary way of life. The 

effect on the Inuit people was devastating, but they have fought to retain their culture, 

language, and inherent right to govem themselves, and have succeeded to some 

degree, as the creation of Nunawt in 1999 illustrates. 

3.2 Natural resource management ideology and historical application in the 

Keewatin region 

One of the effects of the government presence in the Keewatin region was the 

separation of various aspects of life into categories: economy, health, spirituality, 

education, politics, and the environment. Each of these aspects was administered by 

southem "experts" in Western institutions. In the case of the environment, officials 

instituted the jurisdiction of "natural resource management". A Western concept, and 

thus foreign to the Inuit of the area, this system and philosophy entails the control and 

management of the wiidlife and land use of the region. The following sections will give 

a background on the ideology of the concept of natural resource management, and its 

history in the Keewatin region. 



3.2.1 Ideology of naturd resource management 

The philosophy of natural resource management contains assumptions that 

were developed in the Western industrialized world (Capra, 1982; Cizek, 1990; Dene 

Cultural hstitute, 199 1; Feit, 1988; Freeman, 1985; Howard, 1994; Johnson and 

Ruttan, 1993; LaDuke, 1994; McDonaid, 1988; Merchant, 1992; Notzke, 1994; 

Osherenko, 1988; Riewe and Gamble, 1988; Stevenson, 1998; Usher 1983; 1986; 

1987; Usher and Bankes, 1986; Wolfe, Bechard, Cizek & Cole, 1992). Both of the 

terms "resources" and "management" imply that humans have an imate superiority and 

control over their environment. These assumptions that are fundamentally diferent 

from the Inuit understanding of the world and of their place within it (Freeman, 1985; 

GUM, Arlooktoo & Kaomayok, 1988; Osherenko, 1988; Riewe and Gamble, 1988; 

Usher, 1983; 1986). Peter Usher (1983; 1986; 1987; Usher and Bankes, 1986) has 

examined and compared state resource management systems and Inuit systems of 

interacting with wildlife. He outlines the characteristics of the state management 

system that has been used traditionally by the government: 

The state system rests on a common property concept in 
which the state assumes exclusive responsibility and 
capability for managing a resource equally accessible to 
al1 citizens. The state manages for cenain levels of 
abundance on a technical basis and then allocates shares 
of this abundance to users on an economic and political 
basis. The system and management problems are 
resolved on a technical, ahistorical fiamework. This 
system of management is bureaucratie, which is to Say, 
hierarchically organized and vertically 
cornpactmentalized. Managers become distinct from 
harvesters authority becomes centraked, and flows 
fhm the top dom. The environment is reduced to 
conceptually discrete components which are managed 
separately. As these separate management units take on 



a life of their own, management objectives diverge and 
become focused on specialized objectives: maximizing 
fur production, trophy production or recreational 
expenditures. Not least, the management of fish and 
wiidlife resources becomes separated fiom the 
management of the lands and waters that sustain them 
(Usher, 1986, p.71). 

Allocation is based on the maximum or optimal sustainable yield concept, and 

decision-making has traditionally been non-consultative (Cizek, 1990; Freeman, 1985; 

Johnson and Ruttan, 1993). Although attitudes are changing, management is still often 

seen as solely a scientific or technical problem, and ideally distinct from social or 

political issues. As Harvey Feit argues, 

In wildlife management the primary client group is seen 
to be the mute animals themselves and resource users 
are cast as self-inierested exploiters in need of 
regdation, rather rhan as persons with ptimary well- 
being and ethical rights at stake in wildlife management. 
The legitimating rnyth of wildlife management.. . has 
developed to serve the interests of wildlife, 
although.. .the needs of people are linked. A corollary, 
implicit in much of the discussion, is that resource users 
do not and cannot consider the interests of the exploited 
wildlife, and therefore a specialized and disinterested 
agency is needed.. .The myth overly values scientific 
knowledge and state-mandated wildlife management, 
while under-valuing local knowledge and resource user 
management practices (Feit, 1 998, p. 13 1). 

Consultation with afTected people has therefore traditionally been seen as unnecessary 

and inconsequential (Stenbaek-Lafon, 198 1), especially as the Indigenous people 

involved were seen as having no management system of their own, and nothing 

pertinent to add to the process @ene Cultural Institute, 1991; Feit, 1988; Freeman, 

1985; Gunn et al., 1988; Notzke, 1994; Osherenko, 1988; Riewe and Gambie, 1988; 



Usher, 1983; Wolfe et al., 1992). This assumption on the part of natural resource 

managers towards Indigenous culture was (and is) ethnocentric, as there are numerous 

studies and explanations given by both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people that 

demonstrate the capacity of Indigenous cultures to govern themselves and to interact 

with their environment (see Gunn et al., 1988; Riewe and Gamble, 1988; and Usher, 

1987, for Keewatin examples). The reluctance of naturai resource managers to 

acknowledge Indigenous management processes, and to include Indigenous people in 

the management process is therefore a result of both ethnocentric colonial 

relationships and the assumption that local people have no role to play in management. 

These relationships and assumptions have been slow to change, as the next section 

shows. 

3.2.2 History of natural resource management in the Keewatin 

Natural resource management in the Keewatin has focused mainly on the 

mineral and wildlife resources in the region. In the mid-1950s, a nickel mine was 

opened at Rankin Iniet, but ceased production in 1962 (Dickerson, 1992; Irwin, 1989). 

Other mineral explorations have occurred, but often with little meaningful consultation 

with the communities (Smellie, 199 1). For example, Urangesellschafi's proposal for 

the Kiggavik uranium mine near Baker Lake in the late 1980s began environmental 

impact assessment procedures before withdrawing its proposal, but the assessment did 

not allow for much meaningful input from the Inuit of the region (Cudey, 1989). 

Wildlife management, on the other hand, has made much greater progress in terms of 

Inuit participation in the decision-making process. 



AIthough the govemment unilaterally assumed responsibility for wildlife 

management in the Northwest Territories in 1916 by establishing an Advisory Board 

on Wildlife, state resource management in the Keewatin region really had its 

beginnings in the 1940s, when scientists began to study the wildlife of the area 

(Allison, 1978; Dickerson, 1992). Governrnent onicials and scientists were mainly 

non-Inuit at this time, and decisions were made centrally by specific goverriment 

agencies in either Ottawa or Yellowknife (Cizek, 1990; Dickerson, 1992). As Peter 

Usher (1978) describes it, politicians followed the modernization approach towards 

resource management and economic development until the mid-1970s: "policy-makers 

concluded that the traditional way of life was dead, and that the only avenue for native 

people was to join the white man's world" (Usher, 1978, p. 1 54). Natural resource 

managers believed that the scientific approach to game management was superior to 

other approaches, that quantification of data was necessary, and that Indigenous 

people did not possess the infrastructure needed to manage (Dickerson, 1992; 

Freeman, 1985). Management was therefore based on the scientific information that 

scientists collected, and al1 decisions were founded on this data (Freeman, 1985). In 

these paternalistic times, the Inuit played no role whatsoever in govemment 

management decisions (Cizek, 1990; Gunn et al., 1988; Freeman, 1985; McDonald, 

1988; Osherenko, 1988; Riewe and Gamble, 1988). 

By the mid-1970s, however, this situation slowly began to change at the same 

time that the political climate in the eastem Arctic shifted towards an emphasis on 

Inuit rights (Doering, 1983; Gunn, et al., 1988; Jull, 1983). As an example of the 



change of mindset, the working group on caribou management at the 1978 Canadian 

Arctic Resources Committee Conference came to the new (and paternalistic) 

conclusion that "native northemers do have the capability to manage the resource, 

given the necessary information, skills and techniques required" (Canadian Arctic 

Resources Committee, 1978, p.2 15). In 1979, a more substantial change occurted 

after officials fiom five government agencies joined to form a Caribou Management 

Group in reaction to the perceived crisis in the Beverly and Qamani juaq herds (Cizek, 

1990; Freeman, 1985; Government of  the Northwest Territories, 1998; Monaghan, 

1983; Notzke, 1994; Osherenko, 1988; Füewe and Gambie, 1988). Biologists believed 

that both herds were greatly diminished in number, and were declining at a rapid rate. 

However, the Management Group soon realized that they could not effectively 

manage the caribou without involving the affected Indigenous groups, and so in 198 1- 

82, the Beverly-Qarnani juaq Caribou Management Board was formed, consisting of 

both Indigenous and government members (Cizek, 1990; Governrnent of the 

Northwest Temtones, 1998; Monaghan, 1983; Notzke, 1994; Osherenko, 1988). The 

Board consists of thirteen representatives: five fiom the govemrnents of Manitoba, 

Saskatchewan, the Northwest Territones and Canada; two community representatives 

nom northern Manitoba and northem Saskatchewan; two from the NWT Keewatin 

Wildlife Federation; one from the NWT Dene Nation and one from the NWT Metis 

Association (Cizek, 1990; Govemment of the Northwest Temtones, 1998; Monaghan, 

1983; Notzke, 1994; Osherenko, 1988). The Board has only advisory capability, as the 

ministers of the various government departrnents have the ultimate Say, but it does 

provide a structured forum for Indigenous Peoples' participation in the exjsting 



management system. Given the history of natural resource management in the region, 

this was a fundamental change in practice (Cizek, 1990). 

Natural resource managers have changed their attitudes recently about the 

need for community and stakeholder participation. New partnerships and co- 

management strategies are evidence of the realization that local people play a large 

role in the ecosystem, and therefore should be involved in the decision-making process 

(Cizek, 1990; Freeman, 1995; Government of the Nonhwest Territoies, 1998; 

Monaghan, 1983; Morgan and Henry, 1996). Other reasons for involving local people 

in management include the belief that: 1) compliance would increase if local people are 

given a "sense of ownership for the plan or solution, which facilitates implementation" 

(Mitchell, 1997, p.156); 2) in the light of reduced hnds for state management, 

enforcement costs to the govemment could decrease; 3) research could become more 

cost effective and more thorough as local knowledge fills in missing data, and 4) 

managers could access information and understanding that fa11 outside the scientific 

realm (Feit, 1998; Mitchell, 1997). The incentives for involving local people in 

management may, then, be based on either democratic pnnciples or on the pragrnatic 

goals of naturai resource managers, or a combination of the two. 

In the Keewatin, various communication links have been instituted which give 

a forum for local people to discuss wildlife management with goverment agencies. 

Inuit organîzations like the Keewatin Wildlife Federation (which aarted in 1980), and 

local Hunters and Trappers Associations help to increase dialogue between managers 



and communities (GUM et al., 1988; Riewe and Gamble, 1988; Stenbaek-Lafon, 

198 1). The Inuit Broadcasting Corporation, the Inuit Circumpolar Conference, and the 

Beverly-Qamanijuaq Caribou Management Board's newsletter, Caribou News, also 

aid in communication between the many groups involved (Cizek, 1990; Stenbaek- 

Lafon, 1981). Gunn et al. (1988) describe some ways that the Renewable Resources 

Department in the Government of the Nonhwest Territories has attempted to increase 

contact between managers and the communities. For instance, experienced hunters are 

hired as Assistant Renewable Resource Onicers, and Regional Slologists are placed in 

communities in the effort to create dialogue (p. 27). 

The Nunawt Land Claims Agreement also changes the way in which natural 

resource management has traditionally been run by the govemment in the Keewatin 

region in terms of Inuit participation. The settlement of the land claim was negotiated 

along with the creation of the new temtory of Nunavut, as the Inuit recognized their 

need for both property nghts and legislative control (Usher, 1983; Usher and Bankes, 

1986). The first proposal to establish Nunawt was presented in 1976, after the Inuit 

Land Use and Ocncpancy Project (Freeman, 1976) was completed, and the final 

agreement was formally signed in 1993. The Agreement creates joint Inuit-govemment 

agencies sirnilar in structure to the Beverly-Qamani juaq Caribou Management Board. 

These agencies have only advisory powers under the ministers' ultirnate authority. 

With both the land claim and Nunawt in place, however, most of these ministen 

would be elected by and be responsible to the Inuit majonty of the temtory. Such 

agencies include the Nunawt Wildlife Management Board, the Nunavu t Council on 



Game, the Land Use Planning and Management Commission and the Nunavut Impact 

Review Board, al1 of which have varying degrees of authority, but al1 of which are 

under ministerial review (Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, 1993). The Nunawt 

Wildlife Management Board will set wildlife policy and make management decisions 

for the territory (Morgan and Henry, 1996). The terrîtonal govemment in Nunavut 

will also contain some natural resources departments that are equivalent to those 

currently existing in the Nonhwest Territories government. Overall, the settlement of 

the land claim and the creation of Nunavut reestablishes to some degree the political 

and social power that the Inuit of Nunavut lost as a result of the colonial practices of 

the Governent of Canada. 

In short, over the last twenty years, the Keewatin region has witnessed 

increasing Inuit participation in state-mandated natural resource management. 

Community participation and Inuit political power are two avenues through which the 

Inuit have become involved in the decision-making process. Community participation 

is achieved through increased communication between local people and the 

government in arrangements such as the Beverly-Qamanijuaq Caribou Management 

Board, and Inuit political power has been achieved through the Nunavut Land Clairns 

Agreement and the creation of Nunavut. Political power offers the oppominity to 

create the conditions for the acceptance of Inuit cultural fonns of natural resource 

management, instead of, or dong with, the traditional foms of state-mandated 

management. Through implementing Inuit forms of govemment and decision-making, 

political power therefore offers the oppominity to regain the cultural authority that 



colonialism tned to eliminate. Community participation, on the other hand, offers a 

more limited degree of influence to the Inuit in natural resource management decision- 

making, as local power to make structural changes has decreased with the 

establishment of the territorial authonty for Nunavut. 

Community participation in decision-making involves Inuit people 

communicating their perspectives and their knowledge about the environment to 

natural resource managers. The degree to which this information is then used depends 

on the willingness of the natural resource managers to share their decision-making 

power, which is itself authorized by the territorial govemment. Factors which may 

affect managers' decisions about the degree of participation that they feel is 

appropriate include enforcement concerns, the need for information, the need for 

community "buy-in" of decisions, and the need for participation in resolving conflicts 

and democratic obligations (Feit, 1998; Mitchell, 1997). Most of these factors are 

based on the needs of natural resource management, and not specifically on the needs 

or the rights of Inuit communities. It is therefore with some scepticism ihat Inuit 

people in the Keewatin region are sharing their knowledge and perspectives with 

natural resource managers pendrick, 1994). A history of colonialism and 

miareatment at the hands of the govenunent has made thern reluctant to leave 

themseives vulnerable to the possible misappropriation of their knowledge for 

purposes that do not serve their interests (Stevenson, 1998). Participation in the form 

of consultation or idormation-giving without a redistribution of power is an empty 



and hstrating exercise that many marginalized groups face (Amstein, 1969). The 

gamble involved with )rot participating, however, adds to their dilemma (Lukey, 1995). 

3.3 Traditional ecological knowledge in natural resource management 

in the Keewatin region 

The knowledge that natural resource managers are most interested in obtaining 

from community participation is what they see as Inuit environmental knowledge, 

which they cal1 "traditional ecological knowledge4" (TEK). Although community 

perspectives and priorities are seen as important by natural resource managers in some 

situations, it is TEK that is most ofien sought after, a fact which adds to the Inuit's 

suspicion of the sudden interest of natural resource managers in their knowledge and 

participation (Stevenson, 1997). 

Managers are now so eager for this knowledge, in fact, that its use has been 

legislated into various govenunent documents. Canadian environmental impact 

assessrnent legislation, for example, now requires that traditional ecological knowledge 

be given a significant role in environmental impact procedures ('HP, 1995). Similarly, 

the mandate of the Nunawt Impact Review Board is "to use both traditional 

knowledge and recognized scientific methods" to assess and monitor development 

proposals in Nunawt (Nunawt Impact Review Board, 1998). (Although traditional 

knowledge is defined as being larger in scope than traditional ecological knowledge, 

1 use the term 'huit environmental knowfedge" to refer to the uncategorized Inuit culturai 
understandings from which 'traditional ecological knowledge" is then defuied by naturat n s o w  
managers. 



and is not explicitly the focus of this thesis, its inclusion in legislation is of interest 

here.) The Northwest Temtonal govemment (GNWT) introduced a similar concept in 

its legislation in 1996, after the Working Group on Traditional Knowledge advised 

that "traditional knowledge" be incorporated in the laws, policies and programs of the 

government (Legat, 199 1). Accordingly, GNWT policy 5 1 .O6 States that traditional 

knowiedge should be considered in govemment programs and services (Govemment 

of the Northwest Temtories, 1996). Traditional ecological knowledge is also 

acknowledged by other government agencies, such as the federal Department of 

Fishenes and Oceans (Oceans Act, 1996, s.42), and national organizations, such as the 

Canadian Polar Commission Fishenes (Fraser, 1992). Under Section 42 of the Oceans 

Act, "the Mi*nister may conduct studies to obiain traditional ecological knowledge for 

the purpose of understanding oceans and their living resources and ecosy~tems'~ 

(Oceans Act, 1996, s.42). WaIt Fraser, the Chairperson of the Canadian Polar 

Commission, stated in 1992 that part of the mandate of the Commission was to 

"include in the science the traditional knowledge of the aboriginal people as that 

relates to climate and the environment" (Fraser, 1992, p.iii). 

3.3.1 An introduction to traditional ecological knowledge 

Traditional ecological knowledge has thus become an important factor in 

natural resource management in the Keewatin region and the rest of the North in 

recent years. The genesis of the concept occurred in the late 1970s and eariy 1980s in 

both international development and in anthropology (Brokensha, Warren, and Werner, 

1980; Hall, 198 1; Moore and Gooledge, 1976; Barker, 1977). Although 



anthropologists have been studying Indigenous peoples' culture, relationships to the 

environment, and resource use for years, it is only recently that the actual term 

"traditional ecological knowledge" has corne into use. In Canada, the anthropologist 

Milton Freeman was one of the first to present the idea. In 1979, he gave a paper at 

the conference on Canadian National Parks entitled "Traditional land users as a 

legitimate source of environmental expertise" (Freeman, 1979). In 1980, following the 

same ideas, Brokensha, Warren and Werner published a book called Indigenous 

knowledge systems and developrne~~t. It contains papers conceming international 

resource issues, and it coined the term, "indigenous technical knowledge". Political 

pressure to acknowledge the rights of Indigenous people, coupled with the 

environmental movement, caused these ideas to becorne prominent in sustainable 

development thinking. They were accorded an international status when the WcrId 

Consewation Strategy (IUCN, UNEP, WWF, 1 980) and Oirr Cornmon Future 

(WCED, 1987) emphasized the need to integrate local environmental knowledge in 

resource management (Johnson and Ruttan, 1993). 

The terms used to descnbe this knowledge are themselves problematic, as they 

have been created by non-Indigenous people in order to define part of an Indigenous 

worldviews that did not previously have a name. By talking about traditional 

knowledge, traditional ecological knowledge, indigenous knowledge, or traditional 

environmental knowledge, one automatically puts this knowledge into a Western and 

* A worldview is the cultural perception and understanding of the world; the cuiiural reality tbaî eacb 
of us bas, including our underlying spiritual and philodophicd beliefs. 



colonial construct that is alien to Inuit and other Indigenous cultures (Assembly of 

First Nations, 1995; Simpson, pers. comm., 1998). The concept of traditional 

ecological knowledge has as many definitions as it has names, depending on who is 

doing the defining (see, for example, Berkes, 1993; Clarkson, Morrissette & Regallet, 

1992; Clayoquot Sound Scientific Panel, 1995; Colorado, 1988; Good-Striker, 1996; 

Hunn, 1993; Johnson, 1992; LaDuke, 1994; Royal Commission on Aboriginal 

Peoples, 1996; Wolfe et al., 1992). One reason for the number of tems is that the 

words used are somewhat problematic. "Traditional," "ecological," or "environmental" 

al1 have connotations that many find are not suitable for the intended meaning (see, for 

example, Berkes, 1993; Johnson, 1992; Johnson and Ruttan, 1993; Lewis, 1993; 

Stevenson, 1998). "Traditional" suggests a questionable dichotomy between the past 

and the present, and a static type of knowledge (Berkes, 1993). "Ecological" and 

"environmental" refer to Westem classifications of the world, classifications which are 

ofken different fiom Indigenous ways of organizing their worlds (Berkes, 1993; 

Simpson, 1999). Such problems with the connotations of the terms used for this 

knowledge have resulted in the existence of many related terms, each attempting to 

better clan9 its meaning. Some scholars have endeavoured to differentiate the 

different tems (see Stevenson, 1998), but there is no clear consensus on each term's 

meaning. In general, "traditional ecological knowledge" and Yraditional environmental 

knowledge" are defined as a more specific knowledge about the Westem concept of 

"environment," while "traditional knowledge" and "Indigenous knowledge" 

encompass a broader range of subject matter (Stevenson, 1998). 



Underlying this difficulty with the tems rests the issue of the concept's 

beginnings, as mentioned above. The notion of "traditional ecological knowledge" has 

non-Indigenous origins, and its use has taken place mainly in contexts that often do 

not involve Indigenous people. Many Indigenous scholars discuss similar concepts, but 

in Indigenous contexts, so the tems and the frameworks of understanding are very 

different (see, for example, Armstrong, 1995; Cooper, 1997; Forbes, 1997; LePena, 

1997; Lyons, 1997; Simpson, 1999; and Thorpe, 1997). The term "traditional 

ecological knowledge" rarely even appears in these papers or dialogues (see Simpson, 

1999 for a discussion on why this is the case). This thesis focuses solely on the natural 

resource management context of the idea of " traditional ecological knowledge," and 

so 1 have not examined these Indigenous contexts or works by Indigenous scholars. 

Many Indigenous groups in Canada have reservations about the non- 

Indigenous interest, definition, and use of their knowledge. In the past, knowledge that 

was non-scientific was (and ofien is) seen by many non-lndigenous scientists and 

govenunent officials as anecdotal, subjective, unreliabie, and primitive in cornparison 

with science (Agrawal, 1995; Bielawski, 1992; Freeman, 19%; Howard, 1994; 

Johnson and Ruttan, 1993; Simpson, 1999; Stevenson, 1997; Wolfe et al., 1992). To 

some extent, this assumption still exists among scientists and policy makers (see, for 

example, Howard and Widdowson, 1996; 1997). The sudden interest in an aspect of 

Indigenous culture that was previously belittled, therefore, is subject to suspicion by 

many Indigenous people. 



Many Aboriginal groups and people feel that efforts by 
the dominant culture to access their n< represents just 
another f o n  of exploitation. Having taken over 
Aboriginal lands, mined Aboriginal resources and 
marginalized Aboriginal peoples, governrnent and 
industry have tumed their attention to TK. As such, TK 
has become a Holy Grail for the dominant culture. 
However, TK cannot be easily separated from the 
broader social and cultural context that gives it meaning 
and value, without trivializing or misrepresenting this 
knowledge. Nor can it be divorced from the people who 
own and want to effectively control and apply this 
knowledge to advance their interests. Yet, this is 
precisely what happens when environmental managers 
and conservation bureaucrats corne looking for TK 
(Stevenson, 1998, p.4). 

These suspicions are well-founded, as many natural resource managers use this 

knowledge largely for their own benefit. In addition to the possibility of increased 

compliance of Indigenous communities to decisions on which they have had an 

influence, the knowledge itself can be used by natural resource managers for a vanety 

of purposes. It is used to ennch scientific research and baseline data, for environmental 

impact assessments, for monitoring needs, in co-management agreements, for 

conservation information, and for research on management systems (Berkes, 1993; 

Berkes and Fast, 1996; Grenier, 1998; Posey and Dutfield, 1996). Most of these 

motives for using TEK exist to funher the interests of natural resource management, a 

management system that has traditionally considered the interests or the rights of 

resource users and local people as irrelevant. 

Indigenous communities aiso use TEK to advocate for their rights in some 

situations. By working within Western society's concepts, and by proving traditional 



ecological knowledge to be an important and valid source of information to Western 

decision-makers, Indigenous peoples have been able to influence decisions, and thus 

regain the political power and self-determination that a history of colonialism has taken 

from them. Obtaining political power is obviously a necessary step in achieving self- 

detemination, but in situations where this is not immediately likely, traditional 

ecological knowledge is seen by some Indigenous groups as a valuable tool to fùrther 

Indigenous agendas in environmental issues (Lukey, 1995; Nuttall, 1998). Jacqueline 

Lukey (1995) describes other reasons that Indigenous groups may choose to 

encourage the widespread interest in TEK. It is valid knowledge and information in the 

modem context, and "articulating it in ternis accessible to non-Natives and non- 

traditional Natives will add to collective self-esteem and empower individual Natives 

to participate in scientific areas" (Lukey, 1995, p.8). It also helps communities to be 

taken senously, and gives the Indigenous point of view a fairer hearing in public 

situations where power differences are great (ibid.). For these reasons, Indigenous 

groups have used TEK for land daims, for increased authonty in co-management 

arrangements, and to document the cumulative effects of development (see Freeman, 

1976; Riewe, 1992; McDonald, Arragutainaq & Novalinga, 1997; and Usher, 199 1, 

for Keewatin examples). 

3.3.2 Traditional ecologicrl knowledge in the Keewatin 

Traditionai ecological knowledge is such a new and prominent concept in 

government natural resource management in the Keewatin region that many managea 

and decision-makers are energeticaliy trying to incorporate it through both community 



participation and through the studies of TEK done by outside researchers. It is now 

sought after or required for some management and environmental assessrnent 

purposes, so researchers from both Western institutions and Inuit organizations are 

expected or encouraged, at least, to include it in their research (Nunavut Research 

Institute, 1999). Given the background of colonialism and the often expedient motives 

in natural resource management for including Inuit communities and TEK in the 

decision-rnaking process in the Keewatin region, there is real danger in natural 

resource managers perpetuating the incapacitating effects of the colonial relationship 

that has existed between natural resource managers and Inuit communities. TEK and 

community involvement both hold the potential to increase Inuit participation in 

natural resource management decision-making, but the risks of misappropriation and 

continued forms of colonialism are still high. In the next two chapters, 1 will examine 

the discourse surrounding TEK in the Keewatin, and its implications for the 

relationship between Inuit and Western society in Canada. 



CHAPTER FOUR: 

Issues of validity 

Traditional ecological knowledge has been discussed in a variety of ways, and 

fiom vanous perspectives in the Keewatin region. The different representations of 

TEK and of Inuit people that have been created by these discussions and by research 

have different implications for the perception of the relationship between Inuit and 

Western society in Canada. Some of these implications perpetuate an unbalanced neo- 

colonial6 relationship, in which Western society is dominant, while others serve to 

question this historical inequity, thereby disturbing the assumption, as Foucault would 

Say, that this unequal relationship is "natural". The next two chapters explore the 

discourse surrounding TEK in the Keewatin and examine its implications for the Inuit 

in a roughly chronological order, from the early emphasis on validity and respect for 

TEK (Chapter Four) to the recent emphasis on community control of TEK research 

(Chapter Five). 

The analysis of the literature (discourse analysis) and an examination of the 

implications of research methods (the defining process) fonn the main text. My 

personal expenences and cornments are in italics. 

- - 

"y neo-colonidism, or neosolonial structures, 1 mean the unequal social, economic, and cultural 
balances îhat permute the modem relationship between Inuit and the rest of Canada. 



1 am zrndertaking rhis malysis from the perqective thal I, as a naturai 

resource mamger, do no! wish to conrribtrte to or perpetttate the historical colonid 

relationship fhat has worked to devastate the Iittiit a ~ d  their nrltzlre. Because of the 

historical context mrrorrndi,tg i f ,  TEK is a very political issue within nattrral resuurce 

management, and I feel that it is necessary that I examine the implications of my 

actions and decisior~s about TEK on the Iintit people involved 

4.1 Asserting Validity 

Natural resource managers have traditionally used Westem science as 

justification for the decisions they make. When the concept of traditional ecological 

knowledge was introduced as another source of information and a basis for decision- 

making, one of the first prominent issues that was raised by natural resource managers 

was that of validity. In a field where Westem science has such hegemonic innuence, it 

is very difficult to introduce new paradigms and ways of thinking. Consequently, many 

of the papers in the early 1980s to the early 1990s were wntten by non-Indigenous 

people with the purpose of describing and illustrating the importance and validity of 

TEK to a previously unaware public and to a sceptical scientific community. 

The concept of validity, of course, is a relative one that depends on the 

audience that is intended to judge conclusions and the method of amving at answers. 

The Inuit have their own methods of knowing their reality and of making decisions, 

and these ways are different fiom the methods that Western society uses to determine 

reality and to make choices. The political, social, and economic dispanties in power 



between the Inuit and the Westem society in Canada, however, have resulted in the 

dominance of Westem methods of making decisions and judging validity. In the case 

of natural resource management issues, the basis for decision-making and legitimacy 

has been Westem science - a philosophy that itself discourages other ways of 

knowing. 

The field of natural resource management is thus dominated by Western 

scientific ideology, and backed by the authonty of the dominant Canadian society. In 

large-scale decision-making processes such as environmental assessments, land claims, 

or environmental management procedures, and in smaller-scale research and policy 

development, decision-makers in Western institutions (those based on Westem 

knowledge and philosophy) are, almost without exception, in the powerfbl position of 

deterrnining validity and making decisions. People with Indigenous knowledge or non- 

scientific knowledge are thus in the difficult and subjugated position of subscribing to 

different criteria of validity and decision-rnaking processes which are generally 

unacknowledged by those in the dominant positions. 

Traditional ecological knowledge, therefore, enters into a very political 

situation when it is introduced into natural resource management. It is created by a 

politicaiiy and culturally marginalized group within Canada, and is now sought after by 

institutions of the dominant society for both democratic and expedient purposes. The 

authority of these Westem institutions is apparent and rearmed when natural 

resource managers have the capacity to scnitinize TEK and to question its validity. 



4.2 Adopting Western criteria 

The results of this scepticism towards the validity of TEK in Western terms are 

obvious in the literature. Various strategies are used to gain Western acceptance of 

Inuit knowledge. One strategy is to filter TEK through Westem cntena of validity, in 

order to present it in a way that emphasizes the aspects that meet these criteria. The 

first example described in this study is that of land claims - a legal process that 

requires very specific types of knowledge for evidence. The second is an example of 

scientific research extracting "iiseful data" from Inuit knowledge. The strategy used in 

both of these examples fails to question the underlying theme of power relations 

between TEK and Westem ideology. By subjecting TEK to Westem criteria of 

validity, this way of representing traditional ecological knowledge reaffirms the 

unequal relationship between the Inuit and Westem society. 

One of the first areas in natural resource management in which Inuit 

environmental knowledge was discussed and researched in Canada was that of land 

use and occupancy claims. Land use research projects are undertaken under specific 

circumstances and for specific purposes. They are conducted in order to gather 

evidence for Indisenous land claims settlements, although they can be used for other 

purposes such as land use planning, co-management agreements, investigating 

development issues, and promoting conservation. Land claims, to be credible in 

Westem tnbunals, are required to produce limited and predetennined fonns of 

evidence acceptable within the legal system in Canada. Land use research has catered 

to these specifications. 



The seminal land use study in the Keewatin area was Milton Freeman's bnrir 

Land Use und Occzpancy Project of 1976. This research was intended to be the basis 

for the Inuit Tapirisat daim in the Northwest Temtones, and ultimately led to the 

creation of Nunavut, in conjunction with Rick Riewe's research that resulted in the 

publication of the Nzinm~t Atlas (1992). As the title explains, the purpose of 

Freeman's study was to document land use and occupancy. This project was not 

meant as a "TEK" study, aithough the result has detemined how TEK is regarded by 

some researchers (Simpson, 1999). 

The information gathered in this study was quantifiably recorded on maps and 

in descriptions about resource use. Although researchers were aware that local 

differences in teminology and perceptions would exist, they were closely tied to 

"procedural unifonnity" because of the restrictions imposed by the project. To 

overcome the dificulties in collecting appropriate data, the researchers divided 

information fiom and about the Inuit into two sections. While "factual" information 

was collected for the maps and descriptions of land use, value-laden information, such 

as the cultural importance of'the land, was summarized in a secondary fashion in the 

final report. The land use chapters in Volume One consist mainly of "factual" 

information about activity on the land and harvesting practices. Volume Three 

contains maps based on purely quantitative information, while two smaller sections in 

Volumes One and Two deal with information about Inuit values. 



In order to deal with the validity critetia required in legal proceedings, the 

report puts great emphasis on the verification of Inuit oral and recalled information. A 

whole chapter is dedicated to demonstrating the reliability of informant recall, and the 

methodology section contains a verification process, which consists of public meetings 

or verifjing intem-ews. 

Overall, the I'ir Land Use and OCMIPLIIIC~ Stt~dy uses s pecific geographical 

criteria to judge the importance of information in order to meet the limits imposed by 

the law courts regarding the acceptability of evidence. "Facts" (valid in positivist 

ternis) are considered more significant than "values" or unverifiable cultural attitudes. 

The structure of the study reinforces this dichotomy, as it is based on non-Inuit legal 

values and measures of importance. Although the words "traditional ecological 

knowledge" are not explicitly used in this study, its information gathering process 

helps to define and categorize Inuit knowledge through legal and positivist values that 

were not determined by the Inuit themselves. 

A second example of work that has justified the use of traditional ecological 

knowledge by filtering and selecting aspects that meet a nonoInuit set of criteria is that 

of the scientist Douglas Nakashima. The same emphasis on empincal knowledge (see 

footnote) that appeared in Freeman's land claims project can be seen in Nakashima's 

papers, "Applications of Inuit environmental knowledge to northem impact 

assessment" (Nakashima, 1989) and "Ashite observers on the sea ice edge: Inuit 

knowledge as the bais for Arctic CO-management" (Nakashima, 1993). The titles 



themselves imply such categories. "Astute observers" must be able to see and collect 

empirical data, and they are obviously comptent in doing so. Therefore, Inuit 

knowledge is knowledge obtained through observation, and thus could potentially be 

seen by anyone else. The evaluative comment that the Inuit observers are "astute" also 

resembles the land use studiest emphasis on the factual validity of Inuit information. 

In both papers, Nakashima begins by comrnenting that the environmental 

baseline data for the area is fragmentary or non-existent. However, it "could be 

extended with relative ease, by collecting the complementary information from the 

Inuit.. ." (1993, p. 108). Throughout, Nakashima uses phrases such as "precise data," 

"exacting knowledge" (1993, p. 107), and "extensive biogeographical information" 

(1989, p. 12) to descnbe the Inuit's knowledge. Ail the information that Nakashima is 

searching for is strictly ecological, such as distributional information, habitat use, and 

seasonal changes. Therefore, because of Inuit familiarity with the ecology of the 

region, "Inuit knowledge ... may provide research scientists with novel insights or 

intellectual 'short-cuts' to better orient subsequent research" (1989, p.28). Nakashima 

wants only empirical observations that can be "relativeiy easily" used to "extend" the 

baseline data. Once again, there is also an emphasis on the information being "precise" 

and "exacting". As the author says himself, "recognition of Inuit knowledge on the 

basis of 'scientifid value, rather than just political expediency, will advance our 

understanding of arctic ecosystems" (1 989, p.36). 



Nakashima also uses a revealing metaphor. He comrnents that the information 

can be "easily tapped by the present methodology" (1989, p.3 1). For something to be 

"tapped," it must first be in some sort of contained fonn, such as a liquid that can be 

handled, collected, and transported. As an image that describes the use of traditional 

ecological knowledge, "tapping" assumes observable, empirical and objective 

knowkdge, as well as knowledge that is in material form, that can be transported away 

fkom the context in which it was created. The metaphor cornmodifies TEK into 

something that can be removed from its creators. 

Nakashima argues that the value of traditional ecological knowledge lies in its 

acceptance by the scientific community as legitimate ecological evidence. He is explicit 

in the way he thinks that knowledge collected by Inuit "fieldworkers" would be usefùl 

to scientists, and in the way that it can help fiirther the scientific knowledge of the 

ecosystem. The two papers are concemed only with the Inuit's empirical observations, 

not with their analysis or explanations. Nakashima deals only with the "tapped" 

commodity of factual observationsy and not with the interpretative and subjective 

knowledge of the Inuit. 

The Keewatin Wildlife Federation's Harvest Study of the eady 1980s was an early 

attempt at an autonomous study (Le., independent of government partkipation) in the 

Keewatin, but seerns to have followed much of the same research design as that of 

conventional natural resource management research. In similar f a o n  to Nakashima's 

research, huit provided idionnation about month of kill, location, and sex and age of the 



caribou for the Harvest Study, and the data was deposited in the library of the Tungavik 

Federation of Nunavut (Kendrick, 1994). 

Research done for the Beverly-Qarnani rjuaq Caribou Management Board in the 

Keewatin area is ofien similar in design to that of the Keewatin Wildlife Federation's 

b e s t  Study. As Peter Usher comments, this has implications on the degree of 

involvement of the Inuit, Dene and Metis cornrnunity members on the Board: 

It is necessary to distinguish between observations, data, or 
"facts," on the one hand, and on the other, the framework 
by which these facts are integrated into a system of 
understanding that guides action. Too often, traditional 
environmental knowledge is thought to consist of the 
former, when in fact, like any other system of knowledge, it 
consists of both (Usher, 1991, in Cwibotc News, p.4). 

Usher explains that the management biology model that the Board uses requires data from 

surveys on population, movement, and condition, for instance, and so the framework of 

TEK is "not required by the management model and indeed is hardly recopnizable by it" 

(ibid.). This management model is "hegemonic (Le. is the soie and effectively unchdlenged 

model on which the Board operates)" (ibid.), and so leaves little room for the consideration 

of other options or input fiom Indigenous memben in tems of research design. 

Ail four of these examples used a scientific or legal model to determine what 

kind of information would be usefiil to gather fiom Inuit experts. The authority of 

these dominant modeis ensures that Inuit knowledge is accepted by Western standards, 

but the structure of the models prevents any other type of understanding (for instance, 

social factors, economics, or explanatory information) from being Uicluded. The 



dominance of Westem models in these examples also emphasizes Westem authority, 

reaffirming and perpetuating the secondary status of the Inuit. 

4.3 Resenrcl" process: Traditional positivist research 

Traditional ecological knowledge, despite its intimate connection to people, is 

sometimes included in natural science research rather than as a subject for social 

science, as the research projects from the Keewatin Wildlife Federation and the 

Beverly-Qamanirjuaq Caribou Management Board illustrate. In these projects, Inuit 

are involved as tieldworkers, and the information obtained is  scientific data, as Usher 

pointed out (above). The projects use empincal information, or observable data, for 

their studies, instead of information about how these data are created by the huit 

"observers". The structure of the research is therefore determined by natural science 

research methodology. This methodology emphasizes objectivity, deductive reasoning, 

validity and reliability (Creswell, 1994). 

TEK is also studied through social science research, as Freeman's (1976) and 

Nakashima's (1 993; 1989) research illustrate. Traditional positivist methods of social 

research are also very similar to natural science research. This kind of social research is 

based on a philosophy that originates from Western science: 

The basic assumptions of positivism are four: 1) the 
aims, concepts, and rnethods of the natural sciences are 
applicable to the social sciences; 2) the correspondence 
theory of truth which holds that reality is knowable 
through correct measurement methods; 3) the goal of 
social research is to discover universal laws of human 
behaviour which transcend culture and history; 4) the 



fact-value dichotomy, the denial of both the theory- 
laden dimensions of observation and the value-laden 
dimensions of theory (Lather 1986, p,260). 

As an example, the h i t  land use and occr~pumy project (Freeman, 1 976) 

demonstrates a positivist research method that emphasizes procedural uniformity, 

relies on empirical information suitable for putting on maps, and separates facts from 

values. 

When TEK is thought of in terms of empirical information, it becomes very 

easy to incorporate it into traditional positivist research (in both the natural sciences 

and the social sciences). Within such a frarnework, observations and facts can be 

extracted with little consideration for dimensions other than a strictly objective one, 

and can be used in the same way that scientific data is used. Social context, for 

example, may not be considered, as we saw in the previous studies. In the context of 

natural resource management, it is much easier to deal with scientific-style data than it 

is to deal with other kinds of information, as scientific data fits into the existing 

methods of inquiry and decision-making. 

The positivist philosophy also has implications regarding social relationships in 

research. It makes a distinction between fact and value, and stresses the importance of 

keeping observations fiom being tainted by value judgements (Cameron et al., 1993; 

Maguire, 1987). In some research situations, this philosophy leads to the argument 

that interaction between researcher and researched can be a source of contamination, 

and so should be avoided or minimized in order to ensure objectivity (ibid). The role of 



the researcher in relation to the researched is therefore a very segregated and 

imbalanced one in terms of power. 

More importantly, perhaps, is that the creation of knowledge through these 

research methods allows outside and non-Indigenous researchers to define and use 

traditional ecological knowledge without the involvement of community members. 

Positivist research methods and the alienating relationship between the researcher and 

the researched thus discourages people from utilizing their own decision-making 

capabilities (Maguire, 1987). Instead, outside researchers study and collect other 

people's knowledge in the same way that Westem scientific data are collected, under 

the assumption that al1 such information is an "open access" resource - it belongs to 

no one until it is claimed. As Julie Cmickshank comments, the Nonh has been seen as 

a "ready-made laboratory," where southem researchers were fiee to treat the Inuit as 

"subjects" for their work (1993). Historically, this assumption has existed in both the 

natural and social sciences, but more recently, Indigenous groups are questioning this 

assumption and its implications, and are asserting their intellectual property rights over 

their cultural knowledge. 

4.4 Obtaining the audience's occeptonce 

Another strategy used to assert the importance and validity of traditional 

ecological knowledge to a Westem audience is to focus on the perceptions of the 

readers. In the search for acceptance, understanding one's audience is crucial. 

Knowing how they perceive legitimacy can help to determine how the argument 



should be laid out. In the following exampies, TEK'S claim to validity (in terms of 

Western standards) is illustrated at the outset, in order to dispel any scepticism before 

the rest of the paper continues. 

In 1997, the GNWT published a brochure through its Renewable Resources 

Department entitled, "Co-managing the North's Renewable Resources". Inside are two 

articles that focus on TEK. Both irnrnediately introduce the issue of validity by 

describing how various govemment scientists were "amazed" and experienced an "eye- 

opener" when Inuit hunters ("the finest teachers") displayed their knowledge of the 

environment to them (Governent of the Northwest Temtories, 1998. p . 4 3 .  With 

scientists approving the knowledge, TEK has (obviously) passed a validity check. The 

authorkative status of the scientists, who are considered experts in judging scientific 

validity, gives their opinions weight in Western society. 

Boyce Richardson also uses this ractic to demonstrate the validity of TEK in 

his article, "Harvesting traditional knowledge: the Hudson Bay Program is teaching 

scientists how to see the environment through natives' eyes" (Richardson, 1993). He 

opens with a story of Cree fishers in James Bay who upset a theory developed by 

scientists about whitefish rnovement: "For me, that was an early lesson that aboriginal 

people have an extraordinary depth of knowledge about the biology of their traditional 

territories" (ibid, p.30). From the point of view of the audience reading this article in 

Nature magazine, when the Cree show themselves to be more knowledgeable than the 

scientists, they have demonstrated that their knowledge is impressive. This strategy is 



also used by many others, including Milton Freeman in his 1985 paper "Appeal to 

tradition: Different perspectives on Arctic wildlife management". The work describes 

the lack of idormation that the scientists have about Arctic ecology, and then gives 

several examples in which "indigenous knowledge of an arctic species has appeared 

biologically superior to that of the scientist/managers" (p.272). Obviously based on 

biological criteria, TEK achieves validity by being actually superior to science in these 

cases. 

Ellen Bielawski is even more explicit about the readers for whom her writing is 

intended: "1 have approached the problern of integrating indigenous knowledge and 

science through philosophy of science precisely because 1 want scientists to pay 

attention to, and grasp, indigenous knowledge in terms they can understand and, one 

hopes, respect" (Bielawski, 1992). Papers about TEK are ofien not aimed at the 

Indigenous people who know its merits; instead, they are aimed at the power-wielding 

comrnunity of scientists and Western-based decision-makers that hold the power to 

determine the validity of a knowledge other than their own. This is a successfùl way to 

achieve the acceptance of traditional ecological knowledge among these groups, but 

the emphasis on the authority of these non-Indigenous decision-makers and on the 

non-Indigenous audience does serve to completely eliminate Indigenous people fkom 

the discussion. 



4.5 Research process: Source of w l i d i ~  

The audience intended for a research project is crucial in determining the 

source of validity. This is usually decided in the initial stages, when the planning and 

methodology are worked out. The research question and method of amving at an 

answer usually determine the kind of information needed to suficiently (Le., 

"accurately") answer the question. For example, if the audience judging the answer 

uses positivist criteria, then empincal information or logical deductions are needed; if it 

uses qualitative criteria, then multiple voices may be required (Creswell, 1994; Ristock 

and Pennell, 1996). If the audience's criteria are not met or are not taken into account, 

the research will be seen as invalid. 

In designing research on TEK and deciding on the validity criteria and 

methodology, the researcher is actually defining traditional ecological knowledge by 

predetermining what kind of information will be sought to answer a question. In other 

words, "method does not give truth; it corrects guesses" (Polkinghom, 1983, quoted 

in Lather, 1986), and a guess ernerges from some anticipated design. In many 

situations in the North, this pre-"guessing" is done without the involvement and 

control by the community, especially when the source of validity or fùnding cornes 

from southem academia or outside governments and funding agencies. The push for 

acceptable research often results in the exclusion of Northerners in the formation of 

research, and research questions are determined far from the community. 



Funding is a fundamental issue for research in the North. The impetus for 

research to be done is most often determined by fùnding agencies' motives, and not by 

community priorities. Research results may therefore have negative implications from 

a community perspective, as the projects are not designed to answer questions that are 

of importance to the community. Instead, the research answers questions of 

importance to powefil finding agencies. As Pat Maguire says, 

It solves their problems or their perception of the 
problem. Likewise, it increases the power of elite groups 
to control and dominate other social groups. Research is 
not a neutral tool for the creation of supposedly 
"apolitical"7 knowledge (p.24, rny italics). 

In my brief encowiters with TEK research, the irtitiutiot~ for the vast majority 

ofpotential research projects hns corne exclt~sivclyfrom acndemic or govenmentd 

institutions. An interest in conscnatio~t, morirroring systems, global waming, or a 

pure& academic interest itj resorwce nmrogemetit systems have been the i,tcenfzves 

for the he projects thut I have recently witttessed: I thhtk thof these interests are 

justif able. However, the it~i t iation bas rtol corne from Northern cornm~cni fies (whether 

the research is 111 their it~terests or nor), ami so institt~tions contintre to assunie thut 

communities are willing to share their knowledge on a topic. As h f i e  Cntihhunk 

s u t  (1993), this seems IO me like the asstrmption thal the North is a " r e a w a d e  

laboratory ". 

' Apolitical and ahistorical mean without. npart fiorn, or uncoacemed with politics or history, 
respectively. 



Funding issues and the source of validity can ofien result in decision-making 

about research occumng outside Indigenous comrnunities. By excluding Indigenous 

people fiom the process of creating knowledge, the capacity of Indigenous people to 

create "valid" knowledge is not acknowledged. 

4.6 The relationship with science 

Another response to the problem of validity (again concentrating on Western 

forms of authority) is to draw the connections between science and TEK tighter, so 

that TEK becomes "scientized," and thus legitimized (Philpott, pers. comm., 1996; 

Stevenson, 1998; 1997). Douglas Nakashima, for instance, argues that the use of 

specific pans of traditional knowledge in a scientific framework can lead to important 

scientific discoveries (see also G. Hobson's article "Traditional Knowledge IS 

Science," 1992). 

The relationship between science and TEK becomes important when the two 

are simultaneously linked and differentiated in the literature. TEK is defined as "the 

Other" in relation to science. Many widely read sources, such as Berkes (1993), Wolfe 

et al. (1992), and Johnson (1992), define TEK in an oppositional structure to science. 

In this situation, TEK and science are defined in tems of each other, or rather, TEK is 

defined in tems of the dominant scientific organizations. These definitions often 

appear as two such columns (adapted frorn the three above sources): 



TEK 
Qualitative 

transmitted by oral tradition 
intuitive 
holistic 

mind and matter together 
moral 

subjective 
spiritual 

accumulation of facts by trial and error 

leamed by observation and experience 

diachronie data 
al1 life-fonns have kinship and are 

interdependent 
rooted in social context of reciprocity and 

balance 

SCIENCE 
quantitative 

transrnitted by written word 
rational 

reductionist 
rnind and matter separate 

value-fiee 
objective 

mechanistic 
experimentation and systematic 

accumulation 
learned in situation often abstracted fiom 

context 
synchronie data 

humans have inherent right to control and 
exploit 

hierarchically and vertically structured 

Figure 4.1: Contrasting TEK with science 

The motives for this kind of oppositional definition, like the other ways of representing 

TEK described in this study, are based in power relations, and in the requirements of 

the dominant culture to understand TEK in terms of itself. The audience intended for 

this cornparison are decision-makers who already accept the Western scientific 

paradigm, and so TEK is contrasted against the "nom" of science. This contrast is 

effective because dichotomies are easier to comprehend than a definition of a 

worldview or a knowledge system in its own terms. By showing TEK in cornparison 

to science, this definition also implies that the structure of traditionai ecological 

knowledge is analogous to that of science, although the components are different8. 

' Daniel Clement argues that this cornparison is not adequate because it opposes "a xlected part of 
Western societies' knowledge, i.e. 'science,' and the whole of a culture, which is regardai as 
knowledgen (Clement, 1998, p.12). According to Clement, the use of the word "knowlcdge" work to 
"mystify the very nature of non-Western sciences" (ibiàj. 



Traditional ecological knowledge is thus iegitimized as an equally structured 

knowledge system. 

Frank Sejersen, a scholar in Greenland, argues that the definition of TEK as 

opposed to science is also politically usefùl in that it is rerniniscent ofthe neo-colonial 

relationship of government and Inuit (Sejersen 1998). TEK makes the neo-colonial 

structures more visible, even ifthey are not explicitly discussed. However, this oppositionai 

structure can also relegate each side to only one knowledge system, limiting the inteiiectual 

choices that people cm make in a very simplistic way. In some situations, it may encourage 

the assumption that both the Inuit and scientists c m  and will think in only one way. 

4.7 Using other authoritntive discourses 

Al1 of the strategies discussed here focus on the dominant Western source of 

validity to legitimize TEK. In order to reach authontative status in the negotiation of 

ideas, discounes such as that of TEK oflen make connections with existing 

authoritative discourses, and are thus reinforced by an already accepted set of ideas 

(Smith, 1998). As Mark Nuttall argues, writers can "put across this argument best by 

speaking the language that everyone else uses" (1 998, p.28). Tying arguments 

together in this way is an effective way of reaching the intellect and the emotion ofthe 

audience, but it can reinforce the dominance of one source of authority over another. 

Tying arguments together also mns the risk of mixing conflicting assumptions and 

glossing over important distinctions, as the next example shows. 



One such authoritative discourse that is ofien incorporated into the TEK 

discourse is that of sustainable development. Thanks in part to the World 

Conservation Strategy (IUCN et al., 1 9 SO), Ozrr Comntor~ F~ltzire (WCED, 1 9 87), and 

to the global discourse of sustainability, TEK has become part of the dialogue 

conccming solutions to the world's environrnental problems. 

An example of these two overlapping discourses can be found in Barry Sadler 

and Peter Boothroyd's 1994 book, fiadi&io~~a/ ecological kimwledge md modem 

environmental assessment. Sadler introduces the concept of traditional ecological 

knowledge in the first chapter, entitled "Back to the future: Traditional ecological 

knowledge and modem environmental assessment " : 

The search for a sustainable society is a catalyst for 
ret hinking the relationshi p of traditional ecological 
knowledge (TEK) and modem resource science in the 
form of environmental assessment (EA). It is an 
opportunity to go 'back to the future'. . . .The theme of 
sustainability, at base, emphasizes the importance of a 
holistic approach to development decision making, one 
which encompasses a commonwealth of ecological, 
social and econornic values and employs a collaborative, 
consensus-seeking style. 

Native peoples and others familiar with their culture will 
recognize that this 'new rnodel' is, in fact, a very old 
one.. .By contrast, that of modem urban industrial 
society is more attenuated and dichotomous, insulated 
by a science and technology which encourages the 
separation of society, economy and the environment as 
discrete entities and taxa of analysis. The task of 
reintegrating these components in assessment, planning 
and decision making for sustainable development can 
draw on the values and experience of indigenous 
peoples. 



For too long, there has been a wide and seerningly 
unbridgeable gulf between western science and 
indigenous knowledge.. . . 

The character and Pace of modem technological 
development works to undemhe these 
traditions .... Unless steps are taken to retain these 
cultures, most of the remaining memory archives could 
be gone within the next generation .... We are al1 the 
poorer in terms of cultural and biological diversity 
(Sadler, 1 994, p. 1 -2). 

The flow of the argument is this: Indigenous communities hold the key to sustainable 

living, and now, because of global environmental and social problems, the rest of the 

world is searching for this kind of sustainability. Technology and development have 

worked to destroy sustainable cultures, and now we need to ensure their survival, in 

part so that we can ail benefit from their knowledge. 

This line of thought is also echoed in a Northwest Territories example. In 

1988, the NWT govemment leader interpreted the Brundtland Report as "emphasizing 

the importance of traditional knowledge and the leadership role it must play in 'saving 

a planet on the brink of ecological destruction"' @ennis Patterson in Legat, 1991, 

p. 10). 

A pitfall of this type of argument is the potential for a lack of histoncal or 

politicai context. In the Sadler example, for instance, there is no real mention of 

colonialism, or responsibility given for the previous abuse of Indigenous people. The 

author uses the passive phrase "technological development works to destroy," with the 



result that "technological development" is a faceless, agent-less force that works its 

destruction relentlessly. No indication is given of the people behind this technological 

force or of the circumstances of its arrival. By phrasing it in such an abstract way, we 

alleviate any feelings of responsibility or involvement in it, as if we were victims rather 

than willing participants. Using the global "we" (as in "we are di the poorer") again 

seems to ignore the role that the industrialized world has piayed in the development of 

these problems, and assumes global agreement of goals and perspectives that is not 

and has never been the reality. 

The title "Back to the future" is also problematic if it is referring to the hope 

that the industrialized world can go "back somehow to adopt some sustainable 

strategies fiom Indigenous communities. Does this phrase refer to going back in 

history or in time, thus erasing our colonial past, or retracing a Darwinian path of 

social evolution? However the phrase is meant, it has questionable connotations of 

romanticization. In addition, to now dic~nte an environment of collaboration assumes 

that Indigenous communities will a) be willing to share their knowledge with the rest 

of the world, thus risking its misuse, and b) be willing to CO-operate with the 

comrnunities and institutions that have worked so hard to destroy their world through 

various forms of colonialism. Both of these suppositions are debatable, as they fail to 

include the perspectives or the goals of lndigenous people. Natural resource 

management, at least, has histoncally ignored and denigrated the knowl edge and the 

culture of Indigenous people, and has just recently become interested in involving local 

people and their knowledge in the management process. Many of the reasons for this 



new interest in local participation are based on management concerns, and not 

explicitly on comunity concerns. The assumption that Indigenous communities will 

and should CO-operate and contribute their knowledge to the process, therefore, 

contains hints of expediency and paternalism. 

The validity and importance of the TEK discourse are reinforced by 

authoritative discourses such as that of sustainable development, but when the TEK 

discourse is included, historical and political issues can be easily ignored, causing 

oversimplifications and distortions. Discussing traditional ecological knowledge in an 

ahistorical and apolitical way tends to draw attention away from the question as to why 

this knowledge has never been accepted or viewed as valid (Lukey, 1995) - a context 

that is essential if TEK and the Inuit are to be meaningfully included in decision- 

making. 

4.8 Detaching the people from the knowledge 

One aspect that is widespread in the traditional ecological knowledge discourse, 

and one which also sometimes serves to detach Inuit people fiom the dialogue, is the 

naming process itseK A result ofnaming TEK is that the knowledge becomes reified: it 

becomes a n m ,  when previously it was undefined by non-Indigenous people. It now is 

seen as a commodity (mstead of a process, a verb, or a behaviour), as the Governrnent of 

the Northwest Temtories' definition illustrates: 

Abonginal traditional knowledge is a valid and essentiai 
source of information about the natural environment and 
its resources, the use of natural resources, and the 



relationship of people to the land and to each 
other ...[ The GNWT] will incorporate traditional 
knowledge into Govenunent decisions and actions 
where appropriate (Government of the Northwest 
Temtones, 1996). 

It is traditional knowledge that is incorporated, not the input of people. It is the noun 

"TEK" that is considered, not Indigenous people themselves. TEK is the commodity 

given authority and agency? "traditional knowledge seeks to comprehend ..." 

(Freeman, 1992, p.9); "TEK explanations of environmental phenomenat' (Johnson, 

1992, p.8); "traditional knowledge maintains that . . . " (Widdowson in Laghi, 1997). 

TEK is the thing doing the action, and seems to have an identity of its own; there is no 

mention of Indigenous people. This ptactice can result in the alienation and invisibility 

of people themselves fkom the discourse, as the focus is solely on knowledge, instead 

of on the people who are have created this knowledge and who are involved in its 

continuing creation. 

For example, the GNWT Renewable Resources pamphlet about co- 

management (1998) notes, "the blending of two systems of knowledge - traditionai 

and scientific - is resulting in better information on which to base wildlife management 

decisions" (p.4). This excerpt focusses on the noun hwledge to overshadow the fact 

that no people are mentioned: who is going to make these wildlife management 

decisions? What role do Inuit have, besides contributing their knowledge? This 

contentious political issue is avoided in the pamphlet through grammatical means C'on 

Agency is the ability and the power to act. 



which to base"), and traditional ecological knowledge is once again presented in an 

apoliticai way that justifies its use by natural resource managers. 

The use of the words "traditional ecological knowledge," wiih no mention of 

Inuit people themselves, has the effect of excluding the people who are involved from 

the discourse, as well as excluding the political context in which TEK is deeply 

entrenched. The concept of responsibility for the use of knowledge is therefore 

ignored, as TEK is perceived as an independent entity, attached to no one. and 

utiliable by anyone. The implications of this perception can be devastating to an Inuit 

community, as it implies that TEK can be collected, taken away, and used by people 

who are beyond the control of the community. The concept of information in natural 

resource management is an open one, and scientific data is perceived to be more 

valuable if it is universally applicable (Creswell, 1994). Traditional ecological 

knowledge, however, has intellectual property rights attached to it, as it is created by a 

specific group of people. Separating TEK from the mention of Inuit people in the 

discourse has the effect of sanctioning the use of TEK by managers for the sole benefit 

of natural resource management, as the GNWT Renewable Resources pamphlet 

example shows (above). If the concept of intellectual property nghts or the Inuit right 

to be involved in natural resource management is not included in the discourse, then 

no objections are apparent in the use of TEK by non-Inuit institutions for their own 

purposes, 



4.9 Resenrch process: The conintodiîy of knoivled'e 

Science has always been about discoveries, and some Indigenous people are 

worried now that traditional ecological knowledge has become another new field to 

discover and appropriate for oneself (Lukey, 1995; Stevenson, 1997, 1998). 

Knowledge has become the most important basis of power and control, and, Pat 

Maguire argues, "knowledge production has become a lucrative business. It is, in fact, 

a monopolized industry with knowledge itself as the commodity" (Maguire, 1987, 

p.35-36). When seen as a commodity, TEK becomes collectable and researchable. It 

also becomes transportable. 

Once again, this can have implications on the relationship between Inuit and 

the researchers. For instance, in the research process, a focus on the commodity of 

knowledge maintains a social distance between the researcher and the researched that 

can prohibit an understanding of context. A focus on "traditional ecologicai 

knowledge" in some instances can help to isolate one aspect of the environment from 

its social context (or the hunter fiom the person) (Sejersen, 1998). Researchers can 

therefore feel justified in ignoring the non-environmental influences that affect hunting, 

for instance. The research question becomes concerned with what Inuit know of a 

specific thing, instead of a search for a broader understanding of the social context and 

the processes that create meanings. The research question also assumes that the 



TEK information can be gahered, instead o f  leariied through a longer processlO. 

In my research experienct, I fomd that we iuere heuring a wider ra,rge of 

issues and opes of disncssiotn t h 1  I hud expected We were makitg a video from 

interviews und archiva/ material aborrt htiit use of northern Manitoba. I had 

upproached the project with a specific and focrcsed set of c~ssmed pestions. 

Nonetheless, I fomd tlha the project sooit emompassed a rulige of socid, 

intergeneratio170/, erzvir.onmental, edtfca~ionai, polilical, historicul, arftrrral, and 

health-related issues. I sometimes felt cimonlforrable aborff idz~ding al1 of these 

aspects in the fiml producl, because 1 felt thor we were ~iot amwering a research 

questioti in the way in which I am acais~orned. 1 fotind zhar my idea of research (ask a 

specific question, and o b ~ i ~ i  a reasonable answer) was dflerer~t jrom the wide- 

rungting disct~ssim that I er~coiiilterea'. 

One probletnatic q e c f  uofmy research was that I was o~rly iil the community 

for three month, so I did not speud the tirne n~eededfor a real rmderstandirig of what 

was going on. Anthropologisrs tnke years of i~ensjve lenming in o comm~rnity in 

order to grosp cultwal reaiities, and residents spend heir lijetime there, learning 

My three month were obviotrsly o,tly emugh rime to gain some speflcial insights 

and a tuste of the v-ess uf what I didti Y h o w  ! Unfrtrmately, many research 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - 

'O Leanne Simpson, an Anishinaabe scholar (1999), explains the importance ofresponsibility for 
one's knowledge in Anishinaabe culture, and describes the process of leaming as gradua1 and 
appropriate to one's stage in life and one's understanding of the world. The endless gathering of new 
knowledge by non-Indigenous society is done without ihis concept of nsponsibility. 



projects do not have the hrnrry of having both the time and the moriey to spend 

multiple years in st~ddying a sirbjecf, bitt the researcher 's mrthoriîy is rare& 

pestioned. 

4.10 Some implications 

In the effort to daim validity for traditional ecological knowledge, the power 

relations among the various sources of validity are accentuated and are oflen reaffinned. 

With such an emphasis on Western and scientific criteria, it is the scientists and non-Inuit 

who are the focus ofmany articles, and who assume the capacity to act and make decisions 

- a powerfbl ability. The Inuit, on the other hand, are ofien &en secondary status in the 

discussion, or are excluded fiom it altogether, and are not endowed with the same 

capabiüties to act. Political and historical contexts are oflen ignored in the endeavour to 

endorse TEK. 

Milton Freeman's (1992) paper, "The Nature and utiiity of traditional ecological 

knowledge," one of the principal influential papers about TEK in the Canadian North, 

draws many of these aspects together. An analysis of his paper illustrates the 

underlying insinuations of Western authority and capacity for action. In the article, 

scientists and other Western-trained experts are the ones who determine validity, (as is 

the case with other papers previously examined): "For about half a century 

anthropologists and some animal and plant taxonomists have recognized the accuracy 

with which various non-western peoples have identified different species"; "more 

recently, many scientists have begun to understand that such traditional knowledge 



extends far beyond what in western science would be called descriptive biology" 

(Freeman, 1992, p.9). These anthropologists and scientists have the ability to 

"recognize" and to "begin to understand". They are also endowed with the ability to be 

active: "scientists are always calling for more research datatt; "fishery scientists are 

among those rnaking such pleas"; "scientists continually wam"; and "scientists 

increasingly appreciate" (Freeman, 1992, p. 1 0). 

This is contrasted with the way that Inuit are taiked about. First of all, it is 

most ofien the knowledge itself that is discussed, not the people who possess it (unlike 

the scientific example): "the knowledge possessed by such ... societies is essentially of 

an tecological' nature, that is to Say, it seeks to understand and explain the workings of 

ecosystems"; "it is directed toward gaining a usehl understanding of how ecological 

systems generally work"; " traditional knowledge seeks to comprehend.. . .It 

eschews.. ..It also recognizes ..." (Freeman, 1992, p.9). Although scientists are the main 

actors involved with science, it is TEK itself that is given agency, not the people who 

possess it: 

Why should one believe that this old-style intuitive 
approach to knowing is relevant to assessing 
environmental circumstances? First, it operates on a 
rational basis that underlies much scientific research 
c h e d  out today. For example, it employs critical 
comparative analysis: comparing what is happening now 
with what is known to have happened in the past. 
Scientists also do this: they study variability in data sets 
and attempt to account for it (Freeman, 1992, p. 10). 

The approach ("it") is compared with scientific research and the work that scientists 

("they") do. 



Secondly, Inuit are not given the same degree of activity and the ability to act 

that is granted to scientists: 

Perhaps the principal difference is again epistemological: 
the scientist is concemed with causality, with 
understanding an essentially linear process of cause and 
effect .... But the non-westem forager lives in a world not 
of linear causal events but of constantly reforming 
multidimensional interacting cycles, where nothing is 
simply a cause or an effect, but al1 factors are influences 
impacting other elements of the system as-a-whole 
(Freeman, 1 992, p. 1 O) .  

Although the world of the non-western forager is more complicated than that of the 

scientist, the two individuals are endowed with different degrees of ability to actively 

question and interact with their worlds. While the "scientist is concented," the "non- 

western forager lives in a worW of non-linearity. The verb '5s concemed" implies 

more action than the passive nature of the verb "lives in a world". The forager is given 

no ability to "be concemed" with the complexity of the constantly reforming 

multidimensional interacting cycles, but instead is a passive component of (he or she 

"lives in") hidher non-linear environment. 

The implications of portraying the Inuit as passive and voiceless sources of 

knowledge reidorce and r&rm the neo-colonial power structures, changing nothing. 

Instead of showing Inuit as capable of action and of decisions, it relegates them to the 

position of a subordinated and muted people. nie historiai power structures between the 

Inuit and Canadian institutions, in which Canadian institutions dominate, are shown here to 

be "normal". 



In writing this thesis, and in writi~~ggpapers nborrt nÛditi01~a2 eeoIog!cuf 

knowledge in the p t ,  Ihaw used exactly the same mems of talkirtg about TEK thut 1 

have analyzed here. In thejrst three chnpers of this the~s,  ,for exmpie, 1 Ihad itritiaiiy 

iefl art the political cunfext of coIoniaIism in the Keewatin, mrd had empharied the 

perspecfives and the goals of nanird resmrces nlunageme?if, while ignori~~g IWit 

perqxctives and reactiom (again muking /hem iwisible a)~d voiceless)). B2rt editing is a 

wonderfl thing, and I cal1 cover ny nmh, lest somewle miolyre my discmwse! Ihe 

problem that we olljace is thar lhere ore conmon ways lu ~uik u b o ~  T m ,  aad rtnlessym 

are conscimis ojthem, they jitst corne rrnttt~'nlly to yoir. They are the wuy tiiat ym have 

always read about if, and sirbsepentiy, the way thal yar hme uiways thmtght abolit if. 

For me, coIoniaIim and the political and historical colltext were imes  thar were not 

forernosr in my mind wherl I thoitght aboc<! E K  I did riot immedately inquiire @er the 

point of view oflndigee,mspe@e, given this historical coiitexi, btrt instead asnmed that 

the interest in TEK in ~lattrral resmrce management wotrldhaw on& positive implicatioon 

for t h .  Nùw I realize thar this arnmption places h~digeemnrs people in the muted 

psi fion of h&g their perspectives mtd irlterests decided for them by people iike me, a 

state oja#iuirs which perpertcates their position in a cdonial relationship. Of corirse, tths 

wam 't my intention, but was jvst a remlt ojmy habinrated way ojdsct~ssiitg TEK 

4.11 Summary 

In the endeavour to include traditional ecological knowledge in natural 

resource management, and to assert the validity of TEK, many of the strategies 



described here work to reinforce historical power structures. Adopting Westem 

criteria, focusing on the audience's critena, creating a structurally equal dichotomy 

with science, incorporating authontative discourses, and focusing on the commodity of 

knowledge al1 have the effect of promoting Western criteria to the exclusion of Inuit 

capabilities, stifling the Inuit voice, or promoting an apolitical and ahistorical context 

in which TEK can be seen as a freely available tool. The research processes associated 

with these representations of TEK also perpetuate unequal and isolating research 

relationships between an outside and "objective" researcher and the Inuit "subjects," 

and facilitates the collection and removal of the commodity of knowledge away frorn 

the community, without the concept of responsibility for its use. The context and the 

funding issues of research in the Keewatin also encourage and support the use of 

Westem validity criteria as the basis for the research, and support the research agendas 

of non-Inuit institutions. While useful in achieving the recognition of the validity of 

TEK by Westem society, some of these strategies and research processes can result in 

Inuit people and in Inuit politics being overshadowed by the Westem priorities and 

ideologies of natural resource management, and can perpetuate the histotical relations 

of dominance. The next chapter will explore some of the possible alternatives for avoiding 

these negative implications. 



Figure 4.2: An outline of Chapter Four 

Discourse 

Using Westem validity 
crit ena 
Using specific "facts" 

Discussion between Westem 
expertdaudience 
Emphasis on Westem 
validity criteria 

~ ~ ~ o s i t i o n a l  structure 
between TEK and science 
TEK and science are equal 
stnicturally 

Included in the discussion 
about sustainable 
development 
Ahistoricai, apotitical 
representation of TEK, and 
hints of romanticization: 
attributes no responsibility 
and assumes global 
consciousness and 
collaboration 

Positivist research on TEK 
that emphasizes empincal 
fact s 
Separation, imbdance 
between researcher and 
researched 
Assumption of "open- 
access" information 
Creation of knowledge by 
outsiders 
Research often aimed at 
acceptance by Westem 
authoritiesfinding agencies 
Non-Inuit researchers and 
methods are creating 
definitions of TEK 

Implications 
-- - - - - -- - . . . - 

Acceptance by Westem 
scientists, legd system 
Emphasis on Western 
vaiidity criteria 
Unequal research 
relationship 
Inuit are excluded ftom 
research process 
Potentid for exploitation 

Gains audience's approvd 
Inuit are not involved in 
discussion (muted) 
Emphasis on Westem 
validity criteria 
Inuit are excluded fiom 
research about themselves 
Equdity with science 
reached 
Science is the "nom" 
againa which TEK is 
defined 
Reminiscent of neo-colonid 
relationship 
Relegates groups to one 
knowledge system 

a Reaches acceptability in eyes 
of Western audience 
Apolitical and ahistorical 
representation draws 
attention away fiom the 
question of why TM has 
not been viewed as valid and 
the context of TEK 
Excludes concept of 
intellecniai property nghts; 
assumes collaboration 



TEK has authority, people 
are not discussed 

TM is a commodity to 
discover 

1 Concept of rerponsibility for 
knowkdge is lost 
Can isolate one aspect of the 
environment kom the rest of 
the context 

1 Invisibility of Inuit people 
1 Risk of misappropriation of 

knowledge fiom Inuit; no 
concept of responsibüity for 
knowledge 



CHAPTER FIVE: 

Gaining control 

5.1 Inuit voices 

Chapter Four gave some examples of writings and research contexts in which 

Inuit voices were seldom heard, and in which Inuit were therefore subordinated to the 

non-Inuit priorities of the natural resource management and the researcher, and to the 

predominantly Western criteria of validity. In this Chapter, 1 examine the more recent 

trends in TEK research and discourse, some of which avoid the negative implications 

associated with claiming validity. 

By claiming a voice, and by being heard, some feminist scholars have argued, 

subordinated groups initiate a change in the repressive conditions in which they live 

(Ristock and Pennell, 1996). Recently, research projects and discussions about TEK in 

the North have included the voices of people whose perspectives and experiences 

would otherwise be overlooked by the rest of society. One such work was compleied 

by the Govemment of the Northwest Temtories' Working Group on Traditional 

Knowledge in 1991 (Legat, 1991). Traditional knowledge (TK) is defined as havhg a 

broader scope than traditional ecological knowledge, and the difference is important to 

keep in mind. For the purposes of this analysis, the discussion surrounding the 

legislated concept of n< in the Northwest Temtories is used to examine Indigenous 

and government perspectives on the use and the definition of the knowledge. 



Unlike some of the apolitical perspectives given in the last chapter, the most 

important issue for the Elders in the Working Group (some of them from the Keewatin 

region) was the political imbalance between Inuit and non-Inuit groups. Traditional 

knowledge was seen by them as playing a part in adjusting the scales: 

Govemment should not dictate to us what Our needs 
are.. .Respect for TK is important so that elders will have 
control over their own lives (Legat, 199 1, p.20); 

Because the managing of the land and the wildlife is no 
longer done in a traditional way and has been replaced 
by the govemment way, we do not participate in the 
decisions they make. This has to change (Legat, 1991, 
p.21). 

They argue for change that would concem people: 

Elders identified priorities for increasing the influence of 
TK. They want schools to educate young people in both 
traditional and Euro-Canadian knowledge systems, and 
social services and justice systems to provide 
opportunities for elders to resume their traditional 
responsibilities in maintaining social harmony in their 
communities. EIders want.. . feaders to consult them for 
advice (Legat, 199 1, p.4). 

In order to improve the situation in the Nonhwest Territones, it is structural change 

that is needed: "TK is not something that can be integrated in a piecemeal 

manner .... Has to be a guiding pnnciple" (Legat, 199 1, p. 17). "Many elders ... .are 

unwilling or uninterested in working wit hin non-aboriginal systems" (Legat, 199 1, 

p.26). The scope of the Elders' discussion is much larger than the discussions that 

centre on validity, and politics and historical relationships are of central importance. 

The possibility of natural resource managers or govemrnental officials extracting and 



using Inuit knowledge for their own prionties now becomes less acceptable than it was 

in the discourse analyzed in Chapter Four. 

The GNWT issued a response to this report (Govemment of the Nonhwest 

Temtones, 1994), and developed a traditional knowledge policy in 1996 (Govenunent 

of the Northwest Territones, 1996). Despite the arguments of the Indigenous members 

of the Working Group for stmctural change and the need to increase Indigenous 

participation in decision-making, the GNWT separates these issues from the use of 

TK, arguing that these structural issues are dealt with in other agreements. The direct 

relationship between traditional knowledge and the political situation in the North is 

therefore never made: traditional knowledge is detached from any issue that would 

require political restmcturing invoiving Indigenous people. The govemment here 

prefers to define TK in a way that allows it to be used and integrated into the present 

system without directly involving the Elders in the advisory group that they suggested; 

however, this definition is in direct contrast to the Inuit Elders' own description of 

traditional knowledge! 

Critics of this Traditional Knowledge policy help to reveal the political 

assumptions behind its use. Howard and Widdowson wrote an article for Policy 

Options in 1996 outlining their criticisms of the new policy. Like others, they compare 

traditional knowledge to science, but focus on the differences that they judge to be 

unacceptable in government. According to them, spirituality and the lack of scientific- 

style venfication cause traditional knowledge to be unsuitable for use in governmental 



decision-making. They compare the attributes of each kind of knowledge, by 

contrasting a word like "rational" with "spintual," "worship," "absence of criteria," 

and "primitive," (p.34-36). Once again, scientific and Western criteria are used by 

people in power (the govemment) to judge the acceptability of traditional knowledge. 

The aspect that is rnissing here, as it is in many of the ariicles examined in the last 

chapter, is the right of Inuit to make decisions themselves. In Howard and 

Widdowson's article, the debate is concemed solely with detemining the source of 

authority for the govemment. This is attempted by comparing different knowledge 

systems, and assuming that neo-colonial structures will remain intact, thereby 

excluding fundamental political questions about Inuit rights to self-determination. The 

boundaries of this debate prevent the question from being asked: who has the right to 

manage and make decisions about the environment and life in the Nonhwest 

Territories or Nunawt? 

5.2 Whose righ ts?: Including people 

The question of nghts has been addressed by witers who combine political and 

historical issues with the discussion about traditional ecological knowledge. Milton 

Freeman and Ludwig Carbyn's (eds.) 1988 book Tkaditional h~iowedge aad 

renewuble resotrrce management includes four articles that pertain to the Keewatin 

(GUM et al., 1988; Riewe and Gamble, 1988; Feit, 1988; and Osherenko, 1988). Al1 

four discuss the political reasons for a recent history of iimited Inuit or Indigenous 

involvement in decision-making. talk about the problems with state management in the 

North, and discuss the characteristics of traditional management systems. 



Riewe and Gamble's paper, "The Inuit and wildlife management today" (1988) 

does not even mention "TEK," but describes instead how the govemment took over 

wildlife management in the Arctic, and the problems that ensued from its approach to 

managing wildlife. They descnbe some of the approaches that Inuit and Inuit 

organizations of the Keewatin have taken towards goose egg collecting, and caribou, 

walrus and ptarmigan hunting, illustrating Inuit competence and adaptability when 

dealing with wildlife management issues. Their final argument uses both this 

competence and historical injustice as reasons for the increased and rneaningful 

participation of Inuit in wildlife decision-making. 

Although his paper is based on a Cree example, Harvey Feit (1988) uses these 

same arguments when discussing the "relationship between local systems of self- 

management and systems of state management of wildlife in the Canadian north" 

(p.72). He argues that 

It is essential to highlight the changes that are occurring 
between two societies with unequal resources and 
sources of power.. . .From [a] northem perspective, 
government mandated wildlife research and management 
is ofien seen as part of a process of intnision, enhancing 
centralization of control rather than contributing to local 
autonomy and self-govemance (p. 72-73). 

Anne Gunn (a biologist with the Eepanment of Renewable Resources), Goo 

Arlooktoo and David Kaomayok (two Inuit hunters) (1988) focus more closely on 

huit examples. Their paper, again, begins with a histoncal outline of wildlife 



management in the NWT and the relationship between the Inuit and the state. It goes 

on to discuss and compare Inuit hunters' and scientists' observations, organization of 

observations, and actions based on observations. Validity is given both ways: scientists 

and Inuit hunters validate each other's understandings as this example shows: 

Few people who have travelled with members of a 
hunting culture doubt the observational powers of 
hunters and their perceptive sensitivity to their 
environment.. . Kompetent biologists also owe their 
standing to long houn of observing and persona1 
expenences with wildlife: a point sometimes conceded 
to by hunters who can readily detect from conversations 
whether a biologist has intensive firsthand knowledge 
(p.22)- 

Not only do travellers and biologists recognize the ski11 of hunters, but hunten also 

judge a biologist's competence in this excerpt. Like the other papers in Traditional 

knowledge and renewable resorrvce rnnmgenleilt (Freeman and Carbyn, 1988), this 

one also concludes that some sort of CO-management or cooperation between state 

and Inuit management systems must happen. 

Gai1 Osherenko's (1 988) paper "Wildlife management in the North American 

Arctic: the Case for CO-management" States this argument most clearly, as the title 

shows. "Neither the indigenous system nor the state system alone can protect northem 

wildlife and ecosystems, much less generate efficient and equitable wildlife 

management" (p. 102). She concludes that shared authority and decision-making 

powers between Inuit and govemment might ameliorate the situation. 



The argument for CO-management and the sharing of power within natural 

resource management, unlike the arguments based solely on the validity of TEK, is 

rooted in democratic and political rights, as well as in the pragmatic concems of state 

natural resource management. The realities of wildlife management in the Arctic result 

in a interest on the part of natural resource managers in local participation, but Inuit 

rights to self-determination also play a large role. The argument for CO-management 

encourages the adoption of Inuit institutions, implying a redistribution ofpower 

through the increased involvement and degree of control held by Inuit people. It takes 

the political and historical context of the North into account, and it discusses structural 

changes to natural resource management, instead of the mere incorporation of TEK 

into the existing Western systems. The extent to which structural changes have 

actually occurred through CO-management, on the other hand, is questionable. 

The Beverly-Qarnanirjuaq Caribou Management Board is one example of a CO- 

management regime in the Keewatin. The Board consists of eight Indigenous members 

fiom user communities in the Keewatin, Manitoba and Saskatchewan, and five govemment 

representatives. Many onlookers have discussed the extent to which the Board has adopted 

TEK (for example, Cizek, 1990; Usher, 199 1; Kendrick, 1994; Osherenko, 1988), but 

most agree that, althougb the Board does politically accommodate Indigenous interests, the 

"balance of authonty rests with the state system," and no structural changes to wildlife 

management in the area will occur as a resuli of its existence (Cizek, 1990, p. 16). One 

interviewe fiom the Keewatin exprwed a more pessimistic view: 'Teofle feel that theù 

thoughts have no influence on policy making so why bother to try to make their thoughts 



known?" (Kendnck 1994, p. 1 15). The Board has resulted in increased respect and 

understandimg among its members, although Peter Usher warns that S a  balance of power 

is not achieved, then "the danger is that instead of building bridges between systems, [CO- 

management boards] become arenas for proselytizing and conversiori, with the 

management biologist in the role of the missionary" (üsher, 199 1, in Caribm Nous, p. 4). 

Nonetheless, the argument for co-management and for the redistribution of power in 

naniml resource management does raise the issue of the Inuit political right tu participate in 

the decision-making process. 

As political rights enter the discourse, the researcher-researched relationship must 

also be examined. Traditional ecological knowiedçe can no longer be seen in a purely 

context-fiee or apolitical way, as it now explicitly involves neo-colonial political structures. 

In the sarne way, research that disassociates itself fiom the people and the context involved 

also becomes problematic and illogical. 1 find it hypocritical to discuss TEK in ternis of 

neo-colonialism and the redistnbution of power, but then to accentuate these power 

differences in research on TEK by falling back into the hierarchicai researcher-researched 

relationship. 

The importance ofresearch and its impact on Inuit are often underestimated. As 

Martha Flaherty, the President of Pauktuutit Inuit Women's Association, argues, 

Research has a very powemil role to play in the policies 
and programs that a f f t  the lives of Inuit.. ..I consider 
research to be part of a larger process of development or 



change. In the context of Inuit, 1 see research as part of a 
wider component of comunity development and 
community action to change the status quo in order to 
improve the lives ofInuit (Flaherty, 1995, p. 178-179). 

Scientitic research is oftenpreserited as apoliticd (although it is not, as the Beverly- 

Qamanirjuaq Caribou Management Board example above shows), but social research, 

especiaily with the Inuit, cannot possibly be viewed in such a detached mariner. What are 

the motives of the researcher for doing the research? What will the impacts of t he research 

be? Who will benefit? How do unbalanced research relationships fit into the project's 

philosop hy? 

In my research experience iii Arviat, th imporame of research co~itrof was 

were havi~g a meetiltg so that the research team coicld hmd mer the final res~dts and the 

video to the Arviat Historicnl S&p Board. A womm~ promine~it in the community 

uttended the meeting, und wns giver the floorfrrsf. Shc tirmcd to me, and said that she 

had reservatio~~s about researchers comhig to A n i d  ar>d tfsi,g commzfnity injmatim 

for their degrees. ïEe project had zcsed ml ool diterview with her relative, ornid she said 

that she refsed to let me take thut infrmation back wiîh me to use for my own purposes 

and beneft. Vthe projeet wus jmt for Amitz, she d jd~ 'r mij~ii( bvt sshe had concemr abotct 

my motives, mdwanted to see my research permit and my d e r  e r s .  Imcred her thut 

none of the project wmfor my thesis, and thar ir was memt solelyfr Ani&, but it twk 

quite a while to convince her that I waî telling the tmth. We disnssed the topic of 

researhers dmng the rest ofthe meerii~g mrdsome Bmd members alro erprsed their 



disappointment with researchers who had receivedplrblic atte~ttior~ for the knowledge t h t  

they tookfrom the comm~mity. Ow EIders me hrrmble, they told me, m d  do riut go orit 

and show off their knowledge, m r  do we ptpatet~ts ori thi~igs. 

I wm devastated to th tk  rhar somemie hadfelt violnred by nry presence mld 

actiom there, md e~pecirily so becmse I had beeri so serj-co~tscio~cs the whole t h e  about 

my role ax a researchr. Jt~dgr~~gfro~ît my eprieerice in w~iversity, ii seem to me thaf 

research is oftn seeu os OF) academic exercise, ami dis irnpficatiotrs for the *'reserrched" 

ami the motives of the researcher ara ofrer i r~ot g r w r  poper co~tsideratiar With 

comm~cnities becoming more enpowred ier, rnkiig comd of lheir research, hooivever, 

these co~rsideratioer~s shotckt and will be fore- i i ~  people 's mkids, and ehics cornmittees 

in the research instih~tio~ls shdd  be comen?ed tbat poten fial violutio~ts do tiof ocar. 

5.4 TEK research 

Inuit voices are just beginning to be heard in relation to TEK research, as well 

as in relation to Inuit rights in natural resource management decision-making, often as 

a result of First Nation and Inuit activists. With traditional knowledge as policy in the 

Northwest Temtones, and with the inclusion of Tn< into environmental assessrnent 

procedures @HP, 1995) and into the research agendas of agencies such as the 

Department of Oceans and Fisheries (Oceans Act, 1996, s.42) and the Canadian Polar 

Commission (Fraser, 1992), research on TEK has becorne an important issue 

throughout the North for Indigenous people". 

" Lemme Simpson comments here tbat it is the 'reseafcb on ïEK," not the advococy of Indigenou 
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For example, the Assembly of First Nations and the Inuit Circumpolar 

Conference wrote a paper outlining their views on TEK and environmental 

assessrnents in 1994. These organizations conclude that not only should management 

stmctures become more equitable, but so should research practices. 

What is now referred to as traditional ecological 
knowledge (TEK), is a growing field of study in which 
Native people have been increasingly dominated by non- 
Native experts, analysts, and consultants. As a result, 
knowledge which could - and should - be used for the 
benefit of Native people and their communities (in 
accordance with their own priorities and values) has 
tended to be defined and appropriated by nonoNative 
researchers (Assembly of First Nations and the Inuit 
Circumpolar Conference, 1994, p.6 1). 

Research on traditional ecological knowledge should be done "pnmarily fiom within, 

by persons with respect for, and understanding of, Inuit language, culture, and 

customs" (Assembly of First Nations and the Inuit Circumpolar Conference, 1994, 

p.62). The imponance of TEK as discussed in this paper maintains that TEK should 

benefit Inuit communities - a change in emphasis from the discussion which advocates 

getting scientists to accept TEK as valid. 

The Canadian Polar Commission's 1992 conference also reflects this 

adjustment in the discourse. The goal, as the title denotes, was to "move the 

indigenous knowledge agenda forward," from a focus on value to one of 

implementation and use. The conference report reveals both Western and Indigenous 

people talking about how Indigenous groups could benefit by having their issues and 

- 

rights that has become important. 
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problems raised through the interest in TEK, and about the importance of Indigenous 

control of the research- 

In a similar fashion, the report fiom the Inuit Circumpolar Conference on "Two 

ways of knowing" (1996) brings out the voices of Inuit community members, as well 

as those of the govemment and other groups. Cornmunity control is the principal 

issue discussed, despite the original and intended focus of the conference on these four 

questions: I)  how to document TEK; 2) how to integrate it with science; 3) how to 

apply it in resource management and research; and 4) how to ensure community 

involvement (p. 1). The founh and first questions are discussed rnost frequently, while 

little discussion is reported on the second and third, illustrating the importance of 

community and political affairs. Indigenous participants in the conference emphasize 

that community control of research, intellectual property rights, cultural preservation, 

empowerment, and other power relationship concerns are, from their perspective, the 

most important issues concerning traditional ecological knowiedge in the North. They 

distinguish these cultural and political concems from the "outside" use of TEK by 

resource managers and environmental researchers, and clearly view these "outside" 

uses as secondary to their own interests. This viewpoint was not given rnuch 

consideration in the examples in Chapter Four which notes the assumption in natural 

resource management that Indigenous comrnunities would enthusiastically contribute 

their knowledge and collaborate with Western-initiated efforts for the 4bglobal" goal of 

sustainable development. Although Indigenous comrnunities may well chose to 

involve themselves in such efforts, the assumption that they will overlooks the 



priorities expressed at occasions such as this conference. At this 1996 gathering, at 

least, community and political concems were much louder than the issue of integrating 

TEK with Western science and management processes. The Indigenous voice, in other 

words, outspoke Western interests. 

5.5 Resemh procas: Community cmhd 

A respect for community concerns about TEK research has resulted in changes in 

methodologies, as well as legislated research licensing and ethical procedures. Local 

researchers are also active, although the fùnding and the institutional support needed are 

often not as accessible to them as they are in the academic or institutional world. For 

example, the community orgmization that 1 worked for did have these resources, and had 

CO-ordinated many local research projects, done by local researchers. Nonetheless, an 

outside agency (Parks Canada) had more recently been active in initiating, cosrdinating, 

stafling, and funding rnoa of the research conducted out of the orgam*zation. 

In the effort to now control research, and to ensure some degree of community 

controi, Nunawt has implemented licensing legislation. Southem-based researchers in the 

communities of the Keewatin and in the rest of Nunavut must obtain a research licence 

fiom the Nunavut Research Institute (uniess they are researching land animais migratory 

birdq or archaeology, in which case separate pieces of legislation are applied). The licence 

application for social research emphasizes comrnunity involvement and benefits and 

rquues an ethical review (indicating the potential for the researchers to misuse hi* 

power). Community organizations, such as the local Hunters and Trappers Association 



must be contacted and mua give their support in order for the research to occur, and local 

govemrnents are offen consulted for their approval (Nunawt Research Institute, 1999). 

These cornrnunity concems about Inuit rights surrounding research exist at the 

same t h e  that changes towards community-controlled and participatory methodologies are 

slowly o c c u ~ g .  Instead of doing research 011 or for people, southem researchers have 

started to do research with people. With the demise ofthe positivist paradigm in social 

research, some researchers have realized the importance of an interactive means of 

generating knowledge about and with the "researched (Lather, 199 1). The issue of 

validity shifts fiorn an attempt to satisS, outside sources (such as a scientific institution) to 

one that also takes into consideration the project's accountability and value for both its 

participants and those who wili be affected by the outcome (Ristock and Pemell, 1996). 

Instead of perpetuating hierarchical relationships, these types of community-controlled and 

collaborative methodologies examine research politics and attempt to improve them. 

5.6 Community-controlled research 

Voices fm the Bay: Tradiiiond ecological knowledge of lrmit and Cree in 

the Hudron Bay bioregion (McDonald et al, 1997) is the result of a community-based 

research project about change in the Hudson Bay bioregion. Initiated by the 

municipality of Sanikiluaq, the Canadian Arctic Resources Committee and the Rawson 

Academy of Aquatic Science, the project 

undertaking ever attempted in the region 

is the most widespread community 

The result is a compilation of ecological 

Uifomation, maps, and the voices of Inuit and Cree (from the regions of Quebec, 
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Ontario, Manitoba and the Keewatin that encompass Hudson Bay) talking about 

subjects ranging from ecological impacts to relocations to health services. The 

project's validity rests on the respect for these voices, and the book does not attempt to 

"ver@" any information with scientific studies. The project is the first large-sale example 

of coiiaborative research in the Hudson Bay area that draws its source of authonty ftom 

the hdigenous people thernselves. 

5.7 Resenrch procas: CoII(~bornri>a rc~corclt 

Research relationships, sources of validity, and general control over research are 

factors which have the potential to perpetuate domination within the TEK discoune, and 

recent shifts in the discourse towards the inclusion of Inuit voices and contexts, and 

towards changes to research methodology have attempted to avoid this effect. Knowledge . 
creation processes within Inuit cornmunities in the North are an integral part of the TEK 

discourse, as this thesis has demonstrated, and collaborative research is one of the latest 

methods through which these processes happen. Increasing numbers of researchers in the 

North, including mysell; are using collaborative methods in response to concems about 

power relations within research. This section andyzes my expenences of collaboration, and 

examines its effeds on knowledge creation in the North and the Inuit people involved. 

Documented examples of collaborative research illustrate the many improvements 

that this methodology has over more traditional ones, in ternis of improved relationships 

and applicable results (Lapadat and Janten, 1994; Ryan and Robinson, 1990; Ristock and 

Pe~el l ,  1996; Castleden, 1 992; Stevenson, 1997; Ward, 1996). Scholars have argued that 



for usefùl and empowering research to occur in marginalized communities, validity should 

corne fiom internai sources, and research relationships should not perpetuate historical 

disparities (Ristock and Pennell, 1996). Coilaborative research attempts to fù%l these goals 

of intemal accountability and balanced research power by sharing control, decision-making, 

and responsibilities for the research between the community and the researcher. 

In my experieirce of collnborative reseurch, 1 fm~nd rhni some of my expectatiom 

about the proces did ocmr. The society 's B w d  desig~ed the projeci, und we worked 

toge fher to decide on ~pecflcs. ney  a h  co~~trolled the fimmcid nrpects, u ~ d  ~he  people 

involved Meetings, interviews, disct~ssiott~. nid theji,mifiIn~ iveve al1 in hk t ih~ t ,  a 

ci~*a~mstance which iefi me i~ a depet~de~ atdst&oi.dira~e position most of the lime. 

Over the summer, cornmtmity members of the research team mmed i?~creasti~giy active 

roles in the project 's deveiopment, m ~d orw begm planiuhg his ownf~ttrre resewch. We 

also deveioped the erpertise and acpired the eqt~ipn~entfor the Historicai Society to do 

future film edithig and prodircin~g. Ihe research temn had some CO, flicts mrntd 

disc~greernents, but I think fhat this is to be myected wh7 decisiotwnaking is shared 

Owrall, we al[ agreed thnl we had ieamed a lor nborrt working cwperativeiy, a d  we 

dew up some recommenda~'u11~ for the Boardabot~tji~twe coIZaborative resewch. lik~nese 

recommencrbtions i~ichded aspects like i m e d  comrmrnicutioit and the planning of 

re.pnsibililies. 

Looking back-, I now realire that these recomrnendations may be unrealistic and 

potentially unsuitable for research in an Indigenous community. Dawn Martin-Hill (1 999, 



a Mohawk scholar, has written about her research expenences with the Lubicon Lake 

Nation, and discusses how she, too, had trouble in writimg up a collaborative resûirch 

design. 

I continuaiiy hounded Chief Ominayak and the c o u d  to 
assist me in articulating our "research project," the design 
goals, t h e  fiarne, etc. 1 was never given an anwer, just 
silence and gins. In time 1 came to realize that the Lubicon 
chose to "show" me what they thought important rather 
than "tell' me.. . .For over two years, I was unsure of what 
it was they wanted and, academically, I was becoming 
nervous about the agenda or research focus. It was not 
until 199 1 that 1 realized they had an agenda ail dong. 
They just didn't tell me what it was. The subtle waves of 
communication of the Lubicon result in a more profound 
and thorough understanding than that of written 
agreements (Martin-Hill, 1995, p.28-20). 

The cultural foms of communication that the Lubicon use to articulate their goals are not 

only more subtle than Western methods of communication, but take more time to 

completely comprehend, especiaiiy for an outsider. 1 am sure that my unfarnilihty with 

Inuit culture placed me in the same kind of situation as Martin-Hill when 1 was 

communicating with the Board members, and led me to assume that more communication 

and planning would improve my understanding of the research design. 

Some of my other expectatims about coIZaborative reseurch didnot occtir, as my 

relolomhips with people did not qt~ite motch my antici@on of a baImce ofpawr. My 

own expectations undgwls were that I w d d  be workng for the society, aider their 

guithce, for a project that wmdd beneflir them, and only them - I had no interest in 

bringing q t h h g  home with me. I had expeced to play a ~tait-crominant role upwt of a 

tem. mile this didkppm zo some degree, 1 wm snprised a d  disntayed at the fom ny 



relittiomhip wzth the commtmity took I realired that some degree of puer imbaImce 

w d d  ocaîr, but I had conjdence that I wodd be able to shed the role ojarttocratic 

researcher. 

Imtead, I fm~nd, in the/irst place, fhat l c~sst~rned more of a leadership role t h  1 

hadplmned or wanted I had hoped tu be exchive& a techtricd person, but I f o t d  t b t  

both commt~nity rnernbers md I myseljt~ltimnte fy expected that most, ijnotfull 

repmibiîityjiir the praject rested oir my shoidders. Ajkr a//, it ras I who had the 

deadlitte of whet~ I haî to leme, md it war I who hnd corne to Amiai pcifica fillyor the 

purpose of doiig the project. Wren the deudhe l m e d  n! the end of the mmmer, for 

exumpfe, 1 had to weigh process with prod~ct, at~ddecide wherher to take the indiviiaMI 

initiative needed tofl~ish, or to Ieme the he*emcti)~iig work for the rest ofthe research 

grotp. 1 felt that the Bmrd eqxcted me ro prese~t them with a fmished resdt before 1 le#, 

and so I decided to do m~ch  of the fin01 work myself; breakhg with the CO flaboratiiw 

proces of shm'ng aZf clspects of the pwect. 

Second&, I haà asnrmed fhat pop le both within and ooi~sr'de of the project wmId 

embrace the met ho do Io^ that I hud i!~itioted, md that olrr restrlti~tg relatiomhtip wmId 

be one of equaIity and mtrtual understandirtg. litstead, 1 fmmd thut 1 wasficed with the 

community 's reactiom of mistrust and uneuse, feelings which were a restdt of a hisiov of 

resewchers whom members of the commc~1ity felt Iwid mhsed them by gutherr'ng 

information anui then le&& Regardes of how o@i 1 toidpeople t h t  the Hisorièaf 

Sxiety andl were working together for an Arviut-specflc gour, I worrld kat leasing and 



serious comments abmt my role as a researcher, mid how I wm q y i ~ g  or? them, or using 

t h  in some w q  to beneft myseK Ever~t~~nUy, I tmed down nry expZimatio~~s, m d  

srarted to liste11 more to t h ,  realiring that the prii~ciples ofmy melhodology were on& 

details in the larger pictirre of the relntioilship that they hud with the rest of Cima&. 

I also am beginning to question whether 1 had appropriate expectations about 

coiiaborative research methodologies before 1 went to Amiat. In discussions with Leanne 

Simpson, an Anishinaabe scholar, 1 have realized that collaborative research is not viewed 

with the same degree of enthusiasm by many Indigenous communities as it is by some non- 

Indigenous researchers (Simpson, 1999, pers. comm.). Instead, it is seen as merely the 

latest version of research rnethodology to corne out of the univenities. It does not 

sufficiently change the way research is done in Indigenous communities, but is a method of 

achieving "better results" for researchers than traditionai research methods have offered. 

To illustrate this point, Leanne Simpson argues that the "pitfalls" of collaboration, as 

described in much of the literature, such as shon time &es and plannihg "problems," are 

obstacles that often relate ody to the researcher, and therefore are seen as noteworthy 

because they impede his or her goal of doing superior research (ibid). Obstacles or 

problems about collaboration corn the point of view of the Indigenous communities 

themselves are often not included in the literature, suggesting that much of the incentive for 

collaborative research (iikc much of the incentive for the use of TEK in natural resource 

management) is based on the interests of the non-huit researchers for improved results. A 

cynicai view, perhaps, but when Indigenous perspectives are not induded, and Indigenws 

voices are not heard in the discourse (as they often are not in the discourse sunounding 



TM), assuming that a coune of action involving Indigenous people is desired and 

beneficial for them is problematic. 

IakofeIt thut my @cn~utio~~s obut~t the research had becorne almost semons, 

and thal I was pshing the collaborative ivay of doing things, withotrt reaIly listening to 

whar was goirg on. I)I reflecthg ON this, I reniired îhat I had ernrmed th& 1 w m  the one 

who controlled the research relaiionship, and that if1 decided that it was goirtg to be 

collaborative, ithei~ it shoitld be so. 1 hnd n for ofpoiver m n reseurcher, and in this case, I 

decided io delegute t h  power. These decisiom h d  b c e ~ ~  made itiiifaterdly by me in 

Winnipeg, as I rh011ght over what the resmch refaliod~ip should be. The Bard 

members were receptive îo the idea ajrrwards, but only afer 1 inifiated if. So I was stiN 

the one coming ip with the grculd solirtions for the hri t  's resenrch-related ' problems. " 

Noel Dyck, in his book, Whor is the Indian "problem" (1991), argues that it 

is this constant search for "experts" and " masterplans" by governments in Canada 

to " solve the Indian problem" that has perpetuated the harmful relationship between 

Indigenous people and the resi of Canada. The only way to rectify this situation, he 

argues, is 

. . . to refuse to accept the presumption that Indians do 
not know what is in their best interests. Although the 
difficulties that Indians, like al1 human beings, suffer 
are many and various, the "problem* that has dictated 
their lives for so long and with such sad consequences 
has resulted from the usually well-intentioned but, 
nonetheless, coercive and arbitrary tutelage to which 
they have been subjected. To recognize the nature of 
the Indian ' problem" is to discover the means for 



dismantling it for al1 time. We shall ihen be left with 
not an impossible, rheiorical mission, but rather a 
series of rectifiable issues and difficukies which 
reserve communities cm,  with assistance and 
encouragement from govemmentr and ordinary 
Canadians, begin to define and resolve on their own 
tems (Dyck, 1991, p.162). 

I h m  read this passrge mmly times over the pnrtjierv years, m ~ d  h m  thmcght about it, 

and have agreed with il. Yet I am siil[ faIIing into the h.ap of thi~king that 1 can and 

changtng the present system. My good hteritio~a w11I o d y  be bejleficai io I~idigenm~s 

this becomes clearer to me 0114 @ter m ~ ~ c h  se&dysis! 



Figure 5.1: An outline o f  Chapter Five 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

Consciousness 

Traditional ecological knowledge has become a common phrase in natural 

resource management issues in northern Canada over the last twenty years. This 

sudden interest in Inuit knowledge by Western institutions follows a history of 

colonialisrn and attempted assimilation in the North, and so it is often with suspicion 

that Inuit communities are involving themselves and contnbutinç their knowledge to 

natural resource management processes. This thesis has exarnined how this knowledge 

is perceived and researched in the Keewatin region of Nunavut, and has examined how 

this constant cycle of knowledge construction affects the perceived role of the Inuit 

people involved. 

Chapter Four examined the earlier charactenstics of the traditional ecological 

knowledge discourse, and its emphasis on Western forms of validity. The attempts 

made to present TEK in a manner acceptable to Western institutions through various 

strategies and research contexts both accentuate and reinforce the authority of these 

institutions. By ignoring Inuit perspectives, and by attnbuting to them no capacity for 

action in both the literature and the research methods, natural resource management 

perpetuates the oppression that colonialism has created. Figure 6.1 gives a visual 

representation of this relationship. 



Emphasis on 
outside/Western validity Western 

e Westem inst&trions have society 
capacity tu act und decide 

Inuit people und voices are 
excMed 1 
Inuit are denied rheir 
inherent right to act 

Inuit society 

Figure 6.1: Hierarchical and perpetuated relationship 

Chapter Five examined the more recent trends in the TEK discourse towards 

the consideration and inclusion of Inuit voices, perspectives, politics and history in 

both the literature and the research process. This shift in the discourse has resulted in a 

change in research methods and in the representation and perception of Inuit people as 

capable of action and of decision-making, and thus works to question the historical 

relations of dominance in the Keewatin. Figure 6.2 gives a corresponding visual 

representation of this shih. 



Inuit people, politics and Focus on Inuit priorities 
history are included Inuit involvement andor 
Inuit voices are heard 

Western society Inuit society 

Figure 6.2: Towards a more bah  nced reiationship 

A more balanced relationship is the resuli of a redistribution of power between 

Western and Inuit society. It dernands that hierarchical relationships maintained by the 

paternalistic tendency of Western institutions, such as natural resource management, 

change and begin to attribute capacity for action and for decision-making to Inuit 

people and their communities. Both the research process and the written discussion of 

TEK have the abiiity to reinforce incapacitating representations of Inuit people. This 

thesis has demonstrated the need to be conscious of these negative effects of one's 

actions. 

This tttesis and ny resenrch erperierices are the most recent iia my o~tgoing 

attempt to find my d e ,  as a t~o!~-I)idiger~otisperso in I»digenotis ismes. Like muny 

of the writers and reseavchers inchded here, I hope to see Ir~digenous people assert 

their right to make decisiorls aboirt their own lives thentselves, and like many of the 

writers and r e s e d e r s ,  1 have to discover rny place in mpporting rhis process. My 



experierlices of both the research a ~ d  the writing for this thesis have helped me to 

define some of the pitjaIIs 1 und other people cari fall into, and have brorrght to Iight 

s m e  of the implicutio~~s of our actions that I ,  at least, had ~ io t  imaghed This kind of 

consci01mess is an angohg qt~estionirtg and self-xp/oring that I doabt will ever 

r e d  in aJ~iaI answer; hlstead. I thirik 1 will find my role const~nt& changing with 

the circumstrancs. Some qi~estions I will ask nryself in the future inchide: 

1) mat are my motives for doirtg this? 

2) What role or \aice do I m i t  have iir it? 

3) Does it perpetrmtr any relcitioils o f  domimnce ? 

Here are some recornmendations for future research and action by natural resource 

managers concerning TEK: 

respect and support Indigenous communities in expressing t heir priorities, and 

their views on traditional ecological knowledge research and on collaborative 

research 

encourage and support community-initiated research (both financially and 

administratively), including research that uses Indigenous methods of inquiry and 

leaming, if desired 

create and nurture a consciousness in natural resource management about the 

implications of our actions involving Indigenous communities and traditionai 

ecological knowledge 
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